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1 Abstract 

This white paper discusses the use of IBM System Storage SAN Volume Controller (SVC) space 
efficient VDisks to implement storage thin provisioning in an Oracle ASM environment. 

2 Introduction 

This paper discusses storage thin provisioning on the IBM® System Storage™ SAN Volume Controller 

(SVC) in an Oracle ASM environment. The mechanism that SVC employs to implement thin provisioning is 

the space efficient VDisk. Space efficient VDisks will henceforth be denoted as SE VDisks. 

The paper includes the following: 

 A general discussion of thin provisioning concepts. 

 A discussion of the internal implementation of SE VDisks. 

 Definitions for some terms which are specific to SE VDisk space utilization. 

 The arguments to the “svctask mkvdisk …” command which are specific to the creation of SE 

VDisks. Several examples will be shown. 

 The columns in the output from the “svcinfo lsvdisk …” command which are specific to SE VDisks. 

 A description of the SE VDisk-specific command “svcinfo lssevdiskcopy …”. 

 The monitoring and notification options available on the SVC. 

 The space utilization behavior of SE VDisks when data is written starting at various offsets into the 

SE VDisks. 

 The shrinking of the real_capacity of SE VDisks. 

 The space utilization behavior of Oracle ASM on SE VDisks. 

 The performance impact of using SE VDisks. 
 

The back-end storage controller used with SVC for this paper is the IBM System Storage DS8700® 

and the benchmarking tools used are ORION, Swingbench, CPUMonitor and Tivoli Storage 

Productivity Center. 

2.1 Assumptions 

This paper assumes that a production shop is currently using, or is thinking of using, IBM SAN Volume 

Controller (SVC) thin provisioning in an Oracle Automatic Space Administration (ASM) environment. It 

assumes some basic understanding, at both the conceptual and hands-on administrative levels, of the 

Oracle ASM and IBM SVC technologies. 

 

For anyone needing some basic grounding in Oracle ASM or IBM SVC, there are entries in the 

References section that point to the Oracle and IBM manuals which discuss in detail the fundamental 

aspects of both technologies. In addition, the References section contains links to several previously 

written white papers which discuss in great detail Oracle ASM on SVC configuration guidelines and space 

management. There is also a paper which deals with the configuration guidelines for running Oracle ASM 

directly on the DS8000. That paper is useful since the DS8000 is used as the back-end storage controller 

for the SVC in this paper and many of the DS8000 guidelines pertain even when Oracle ASM is not 

running directly on the DS8000 but is only using it indirectly as an SVC storage controller. Those white 

papers are listed here in addition to in the References section: 
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 IBM SAN Volume Controller Performance Configuration Guidelines for Implementing Oracle 
Databases with Automatic Storage Management (ASM) 
http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP101481 
(Item 4 in the References) 
 

 Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) on the IBM SAN Volume Controller (SVC): 
Space Management 
http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP101624 
(Item 5 in the References) 
 

 IBM DS8000 Performance Configuration Guidelines for Implementing Oracle Databases with 
Automatic Storage Management (ASM) 
http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP101375 
(Item 6 in the References) 

 

The reader is encouraged to read as much of the above papers as possible before reading this paper. The 

reason for that is that those papers contain information that could be considered a prerequisite for getting 

as much useful information out of this paper as possible. Those papers contain not only the basic 

principles of configuring SVC and the SAN to optimally run Oracle ASM, but they contain descriptions of 

the various hardware and software technologies being used. Those technology descriptions will not be 

included in this paper. In addition, the Space Management paper would be of interest since this paper is 

by its very nature dealing with a space management subject, i.e., this paper could be considered a 

continuation of that previously written Space Management paper. 

2.2 Intended Audience 

The intended audience of this paper is any Technical Lead, System Administrator, Storage Administrator, 

or Oracle DBA in a production environment that wants some guidance on the implementation of SVC thin 

provisioning in an Oracle ASM environment. 

3 Lab Setup 

This section lists the hardware and software configurations that will be used in the exercises. 

3.1.1 SAN Volume Controller 

Table 3.1 describes the SVC hardware used in the exercises. 

Storage name OSL_SVC_11 

Storage IP  9.11.113.35 

Node Model 2145-CF8 

Code level 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

Logical configuration 4 node cluster (2 I/O groups) 

Table 3.1 – SAN Volume Controller 

3.1.2 System Storage DS8000 

Table 3.2 describes the DS8700 used in the exercises. 

IBM System Storage DS8000 Model DS8700 Model 941 

http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP101481
http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP101624
http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP101375
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Storage Unit IBM.2107-75TF300 

Storage id  IBM.2107-75TF301 

Code levels 

License Machine Code (LMC) 6.5.0.246 

Storage Manager 7.3.4.0.20090221.1 

DSCLI 6.5.0.220 

WWNN 5005076309FFFDF8 

DDMs  FC 300 GB, 15K RPM 

Number of arraysites 8 

Number of DDMs 64 (8 per arraysite) 

Non-Volatile Storage 4.0 GB 

Cache Memory 114.6 GB 

Processor Memory 125.4 GB 

Table 3.2 - DS8700 Storage Unit 

3.1.3 Brocade switches 

Table 3.3 describes the four IBM Brocade switches used in the exercises. The switches are configured 

into two fabrics with two switches per fabric. 

IBM name IBM System Storage SAN32B-3 

IBM machine type 2005 
IBM machine model B5K 
Brocade name Brocade 5000 

Ports per switch thirty-two 4 Gbps ports 

Kernel 2.6.14 

Fabric OS v5.3.1 

BootProm 4.6.5 

Table 3.3 - Brocade switches 

3.1.4 Host nodes 

Table 3.4 describes the Linux host nodes that will be used in the exercises. 

Server type IBM System x3550  

Processor 4 x Dual-Core Intel® Xeon® processor 

5160 @ 3.00 GHz 

Memory 8 GB 

Host bus adapter 

(HBA) model 

QLE2462 

Operating system Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 

release 5.3 (Tikanga) 

Kernel version 2.6.18-128.el5 

Multipath software device-mapper-multipath-0.4.7-23.el5 

HBA driver 8.02.00.06.05.03-k 

Table 3.4 – Linux host nodes 
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3.1.5 Oracle Configuration 

 
Table 3.5 describes the Oracle configuration. 
 

Grid and Database Version 

Oracle Database 11g Enterprise 

Edition Release 11.2.0.1.0 - 64bit 

Production 

Real Application Clusters Setup 

Four-node cluster using the hosts 

described in Section 3.1.4 Host 

nodes 

ASM Configuration 

Four diskgroups – OCR_VOTE_DG 

with six 1 GB ASM disks, DATA_DG 

with four 400 GB ASM disks, 

LOGS_DG with four 20 GB ASM 

disks, and ARCH_DG with four 100 

GB ASM disks 

Initialization parameters 

The default init.ora parameter values 

that dbca generated for the General 

Purpose database template were 

used. This resulted in memory_target 

and memory_max_target = 3.125 GB. 

Table 3.5 – Oracle configuration 

4 Storage Thin Provisioning – General Concepts 
 

Storage thin provisioning is the allocation of storage capacity to hosts where that storage capacity has not 

actually been fully allocated from the back-end storage. For example, assume that a 100 GB thin-

provisioned LUN has been allocated to a host from back-end storage. The host will see that LUN as being 

100 GB in size, just as if it were a normal LUN. However, viewing the initial size of that thin-provisioned 

LUN on the back-end storage will show that the LUN is not yet really using 100 GB of storage. The storage 

device will see the LUN as using some smaller amount than 100 GB. The amount of initial real storage 

that is being used will depend on the settings used when creating the thin-provisioned LUN. The actual 

space usage of the thin-provisioned LUN on the back-end storage will increase as data is written to that 

LUN. Eventually, the actual space usage could reach a maximum value that is equal to the size of the LUN 

as it is seen on the host. 

Thin provisioning is meant to address those aspects of storage allocation which are wasteful of resources, 

i.e., the purchasing and allocation of disk space before it is actually needed. For example, when storage is 

allocated to a database server it must take into account that the database is almost certainly going to grow 

in size. The rate at which it grows may or may not be known at the time of storage allocation. Given those 

facts, it is of course never allowable to let a database space request fail before adding space from the 

back-end storage to the host and making the space available to the Oracle RDBMS. Having someone 

constantly monitor the space usage on all of the database hosts and adding space “just-in-time” is simply 

not an option – that approach is time-intensive and risky and becomes ever more unfeasible as the 

number of databases and servers in a production shop increases. Therefore the nature of database 

servers is that some amount of storage buffer space will be added up front to the host to accommodate the 

growth of the databases. 
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The amount of storage buffer space which is added up front to the hosts will of course depend on site 

policies. But in many production shops, the extra space is often quite substantial. This can be costly since 

the storage is not actually going to be used immediately, or even in the foreseeable future. The storage 

buffer space is used to: 

 Reduce the frequency of performing the specific task of adding space from the back-end storage 

to the front-end hosts and making that space available to the Oracle RDBMS. This is almost 

always a manual process which involves Storage Administrators, System Administrators and 

Oracle DBA’s. 

 Eliminate as much as possible any chance of unexpectedly running out of space from an 

unanticipated burst of growth for databases where the growth pattern is not yet known. 

 Reserve space from the back-end storage for a specific host and make it unavailable to any other 

database or application. This is to avoid the frequent addition of disk space to back-end SAN 

storage since that task involves some, or all, of the following: 

 Making the initial decision to purchase the disk space. 

 Getting approval for the purchase and obtaining the purchase order from Purchasing. 

 Notifying the SAN storage vendor of the purchase. 

 Waiting until the storage vendor arrives with the storage and installs and configures it. 

 
All of the above tasks can take significant time and effort. 
 

The advent of SAN storage of course improved the efficiency of storage allocation within a production 

shop. The previous use of direct-attached storage really did effectively lock in a given amount of storage to 

a specific host with each host probably needing even more buffer space than is necessary with SAN 

storage. Cumulatively, over all of the servers in a shop, this was often very wasteful. SAN storage can at 

least be viewed as a common pool of storage which can be allocated in a much more flexible manner to 

the hosts than the old direct-attached storage. Nevertheless, this is really just a difference in degree of 

storage overallocation. For all of the reasons discussed above, even SAN storage results in storage 

overprovisioning. 
 

Again, storage overallocation is wasteful since money and data center resources are being spent on disk 

storage when it is not really being used yet or when it may actually never be used at all. Being able to 

allocate disk space to a host only when it is really needed is simply more cost-effective. 

5 SVC Thin Provisioning 

This chapter will discuss SVC thin provisioning concepts and terminology. SVC implements thin 

provisioning via space efficient VDisks. A “traditional” (non-SE) VDisk is known as a fully allocated VDisk. 

The following discussion and definitions borrow heavily from the Redbook “Implementing the IBM 

System Storage SAN Volume Controller V5.1” (item 1 in the References). 

5.1 Space Efficient VDisks 

Starting with SVC 4.3, VDisks can be configured to either be “Space-Efficient” or “Fully Allocated”. A 

Space-Efficient VDisk (SE VDisk) will behave with respect to application reads and writes as though they 
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were fully allocated, including the requirements of Read Stability and Write Atomicity. When an SE VDisk 

is created, the user will specify two capacities: the real capacity of the VDisk and its virtual capacity. 

The real capacity will determine the quantity of MDisk extents that will be allocated for the VDisk. The 

virtual capacity will be the capacity of the VDisk reported to other SVC components (for example, 

FlashCopy, Cache, and Remote Copy) and to the host servers. The real capacity will be used to store both 

the user data and the metadata for the SE VDisk. The real capacity can be specified as an absolute value 

or a percentage of the virtual capacity. 

The Space-Efficient VDisk feature can be used on its own to create over-allocated or late-allocation 

VDisks, or it can be used in conjunction with FlashCopy to implement Space-Efficient FlashCopy. SE 

VDisk can be used in conjunction with the mirrored VDisks feature, as well, which we refer to as Space-

Efficient Copies of VDisks. 

When an SE VDisk is initially created, a small amount of the real capacity will be used for initial metadata. 

Write I/Os to grains of the SE VDisk that have not previously been written to will cause grains of the real 

capacity to be used to store metadata and user data. Write I/Os to grains that have previously been written 

to will update the grain where data was previously written. The grain is defined when the VDisk is created 

and can be 32 KB, 64 KB, 128 KB, or 256 KB. 

Figure 5.1 shows an overview. 

 

Figure 5.1 – SE VDisk Overview 

SE VDisks store both user data and metadata. Each grain requires metadata. The overhead will never be 

greater than 0.1% of the user data. The overhead is independent of the virtual capacity of the SE VDisk. If 

you are using SE VDisks in a FlashCopy map, use the same grain size as the map grain size for the best 

performance. If you are using the Space-Efficient VDisk directly with a host system, use a small grain size. 
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The real capacity of an SE VDisk can be changed provided that the VDisk is not in image Mode. 

Increasing the real capacity allows a larger amount of data and metadata to be stored on the VDisk. SE 

VDisks use the real capacity of a VDisk in ascending order as new data is written to the VDisk. 

Consequently, if the user initially assigns too much real capacity to an SE VDisk, the real capacity can be 

reduced to free up storage for other uses. It is not possible to reduce the real capacity of an SE VDisk to 

be less than the capacity that is currently in use other than by deleting the VDisk. 

An SE VDisk can be configured to autoexpand, which causes SVC to automatically expand the real 

capacity of an SE VDisk as its real capacity is used. Autoexpand attempts to maintain a fixed amount of 

unused real capacity on the VDisk. This amount is known as the “contingency capacity”. 

A VDisk that is created with a zero contingency capacity will go offline as soon as it needs to expand 

whereas a VDisk with a non-zero contingency capacity will stay online until it has been used up. 

Autoexpand will not cause space to be assigned to the VDisk that can never be used. Autoexpand will not 

cause the real capacity to grow much beyond the virtual capacity. The real capacity can be manually 

expanded to more than the maximum that is required by the current virtual capacity, and the contingency 

capacity will be recalculated. 

To support the autoexpansion of SE VDisks, the MDGs from which they are allocated have a configurable 

warning capacity. When the used free capacity of the group exceeds the warning capacity, a warning is 

logged. To allow for capacity used by quorum disks and partial extents of image mode VDisks, the 

calculation uses the free capacity. For example, if a warning of 80% has been specified, the warning will 

be logged when 20% of the free capacity remains. 

5.2 SE VDiskTerminology 

This section will define the terminology that pertains to SE VDisks. It is perhaps simplest to define this 

terminology in the context of some of the output columns from the “svcinfo lsvdisk <vdisk_id | 

vdisk_name>” command. In addition, contrasting the values that this command returns when the VDisk is 

space efficient versus the values returned when the VDisk is not space efficient is useful. 

Table 5.1 contains a description of the capacity-related columns returned from the “svcinfo lsvdisk 

<vdisk_id | vdisk_name>” command. 

capacity For SE VDisks, this indicates the maximum size to which the VDisk can 

grow; it will be the value that is visible to the front-end host as being the 

size of the VDisk but may not be the actual amount of storage being used in 

the MDisk Group. 

For fully allocated VDisks, this is the value that is visible to the front-end 

host as the size of the VDisk and is the actual amount of storage being 

used in the MDisk Group. 

For SE VDisks, capacity is also sometimes referred to as “virtual 

capacity”. 
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used_capacity For SE VDisks, this is the amount of real_capacity (defined below) that is 

being used to actually store data. This value will increase to real_capacity 

as more data is written to the SE VDisk. 

For fully allocated VDisks, this value is the same as the capacity value. 

Even if a SE VDisk has not had any data written to it yet, used_capacity 

may show some small amount of storage being used. This is due to the 

metadata which is used to keep track of MDisk Group extents that are 

actually being, or going to be, used. 

real_capacity 

 

This is the amount of physical storage that is being used on the MDisk 

Group for the VDisk. 

For SE VDisks, this can be less than the capacity value. 

For fully allocated VDisks, this will be the same as the capacity value. 

free_capacity 

 

For SE VDisks, this is the difference between the real_capacity and the 

used_capacity; i.e., it is real_capacity - used_capacity. 

For fully allocated VDisks, this value is always 0. 

overallocation For SE VDisks, this is the ratio, expressed as a percentage, of the capacity 

to real_capacity; i.e., it is (capacity/real_capacity) * 100. 

For fully allocated VDisks, this is always equal to 100.  

autoexpand For SE VDisks, specifies whether the VDisk can automatically expand 

when a write request requires more space than is currently allocated as 

indicated by real_capacity. The value can be “yes” or “no”. 

This value does not apply to fully allocated VDisks. 

warning For SE VDisks, this value, expressed as a percentage, will cause a warning 

to be generated when the ratio of used_capacity to capacity reaches the 

value. 

This value does not apply to fully allocated VDisks. 

grainsize For SE VDisks, specifies the minimal amount of real_capacity that is 

allocated when a write request causes a size expansion. 

This value does not apply to fully allocated VDisks. 

    Table 5.1 – SE VDisk terminology 
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5.3 Space Efficient VDisk Commands 

This section will describe in detail the various “svcinfo …” and “svctask …” CLI (command line interface) 

commands related to SE VDisks. Examples will be given of the various options available at the command 

line.  

5.3.1 Creating Space Efficient VDisks 

This section will show the arguments to the “svctask mkvdisk …” command which can be used to create 

an SE VDisk. Table 5.2 contains the command line options available in that respect. The description of 

these command line arguments comes directly from running the command “svctask mkvdisk –h”. 

 

-rsize disk_size | 

disk_size_percentage%| auto 

(Optional) Makes the VDisk space-efficient; otherwise, the VDisk 

is fully allocated. Specify the disk_size | disk_size_percentage 

value using an integer, or an integer immediately followed by the 

percent character (%). Specify the units for a disk_size integer 

using the -unit parameter; the default is MB. The -rsize value can 

be greater than, equal to, or less than the size of the VDisk. The 

auto option creates a VDisk copy that uses the entire size of the 

MDisk; if you specify the -rsize auto option, you must also specify 

the –vtype image option. 

-warning disk_size | 

disk_size_percentage% 

(Optional) Requires that the -rsize parameter also be specified. 

Specifies a threshold at which a warning error log is generated for 

VDisk copies. A warning is generated when the used disk capacity 

on the space-efficient copy first exceeds the specified threshold. 

You can specify a disk_size integer, which defaults to MBs unless 

the -unit parameter is specified; or you can specify a disk_size%, 

which is a percentage of the virtual disk size. If -autoexpand is 

enabled, the default value for -warning is 80% of the virtual disk 

capacity. If -autoexpand is not enabled, the default value for 

warning is 80% of the real capacity. To disable warnings, specify 

0. 

-autoexpand (Optional) Specifies that space-efficient copies automatically 

expand their real capacities by allocating new extents from their 

managed disk group. Requires that the -rsize parameter also be 

specified. If the -autoexpand parameter is specified, the -rsize 

parameter specifies a capacity that is reserved by the copy. This 

protects the copy from going offline when its managed disk group 

runs out of space by having the managed disk group to consume 

this reserved space first. 

The parameter has no immediate effect on image mode copies. 

However, if the image mode copy is subsequently migrated to 
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managed mode, the copy is then automatically expanded. 

-grainsize 32 | 64 | 128 | 256 (Optional) Sets the grain size (KB) for a space-efficient VDisk. 

This parameter also requires that the -rsize parameter be 

specified. The default is 32 KB. If you are using the space-efficient 

VDisk in a FlashCopy map, use the same grain size as the map 

grain size for best performance. If you are using the space-

efficient VDisk directly with a host system, use a small grain size. 

    Table 5.2 – SE VDisk-related command line arguments for “svctask mkvdisk …” 

Therefore, assuming that we want to create an SE VDisk on MDisk Group RHEL_SE_MDG, where the 

VDisk has a virtual capacity of 100 GB, with an initial real capacity of 60 GB, with autoexpand turned on, 

with a warning set to 80% of virtual capacity, and with a grainsize of 32 KB, the command would be as 

shown in Figure 5.2: 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG -iogrp 0 -vtype striped -

size 100 -rsize 60 -unit gb -autoexpand -grainsize 32 -warning 80% -name RHEL_SE 

 

Figure 5.2 – Creating a Space Efficient VDisk named RHEL_SE 

5.3.2 Viewing Space Efficient VDisks 

There are two commands that can be used to view the current status of SE VDisks: 

(1) svcinfo lsvdisk <vdisk_id | vdisk_name> 

(2) svcinfo lssevdiskcopy 

The “svcinfo lsvdisk …” command can of course be run without specifying “<vdisk_id | vdisk_name>”. 

However, running it that way will show all VDisks, whether or not they are space efficient. In addition, the 

output is in tabular format and the values related to thin-provisioning are not displayed. If the command is 

run as shown in (1) above, then the output is shown in columnar fashion for a particular VDisk and all of 

the values related to thin-provisioning are displayed for that VDisk. Assuming that an SE VDisk was 

created using the command shown in Figure 5.2 in the section 5.3.1 Creating Space Efficient VDisks, 

Figure 5.3 below shows the output from running the command shown in (1). The pipe to the egrep 

command is used to show only the fields of interest: 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lsvdisk RHEL_SE | egrep 

"^name|capacity|overallocation|autoexpand|warning|grainsize" 

name RHEL_SE 

capacity 100.00GB 

used_capacity 0.41MB 

real_capacity 60.02GB 

free_capacity 60.02GB 

overallocation 166 

autoexpand on 

warning 80 

grainsize 32 
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Figure 5.3 – Viewing Space Efficient VDisk Status 

As can be seen, the capacity, i.e., the value that the front-end host will see as the size of the VDisk, is 100 

GB. However, the used storage is only 0.41 (for metadata) and the real_capacity and free_capacity are 

60.02 GB. The overallocation value shows that the virtual capacity is 1.66 times as large as the 

real_capacity. 

Figure 5.4 shows the output from the “svcinfo lssevdiskcopy …” command. As mentioned previously, this 

command will show only the attributes of the SE VDisk that are related to thin provisioning. The awk 

command is used to limit the number of columns and also to format the output to fit on one line. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%10s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s\n", 

$2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13}' 

vdisk_name          capacity   used_capacity   real_capacity   free_capacity  overallocation      autoexpand         warning       grainsize 
   RHEL_SE      100.00GB            0.41MB          60.02GB          60.02GB                   166                     on                 80                 32 

 

Figure 5.4 – Output from the “svcinfo lssevdiskcopy …” command 

The “svcinfo lssevdiskcopy …” command will only display output for SE VDisks; it will not display any 

output for fully allocated VDisks. 

5.4 MDisk Group Commands 

This section will discuss the commands that are used to create and view MDisk Groups with an emphasis 

on the capacity-related parameters and settings that are important in a thin provisioning environment. 

5.4.1 Creating MDisk Groups with Space Usage Warnings Enabled 

Of course the creation of MDisk Groups is intimately related to the subsequent creation of member 

VDisks. This section will show the arguments to the “svctask mkmdiskgrp …” command. Table 5.3 shows 

the command line options which come directly from running the command “svctask mkmdiskgrp -h”. 

 

-name new_name_arg (Optional) Specifies a name to assign to the new group. 

-mdisk mdisk_id_list | 

mdisk_name_list 

(Optional) Specifies a colon-separated list of managed disk IDs or   

names to add to the group. You can create an empty MDisk group 

by not specifying the -mdisk parameter. 

-ext extent_size (Required) Specifies the size of the extents for this group in MB.   

The extent_size parameter must be one of the following values: 

16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, or 2048 (MB). 

-warning disk_size | 

disk_size_percentage% 

(Optional) Generates a warning when the used disk capacity in 

the MDisk group first exceeds the specified threshold. You can 

specify a disk_size integer, which defaults to megabytes (MB) 

unless the -unit parameter is specified; or you can specify a 
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disk_size%, which is a percentage of the MDisk group size. To 

disable warnings, specify 0 or 0%. The default value is 0. 

-unit b | kb | mb | gb | tb | pb (Optional) Specifies the data units for the -warning parameter. 

    Table 5.3 – Command line arguments for “svctask mkmdiskgrp …” 

Figure 5.5 below will show how to create a 120 GB MDisk Group which contains four 30 GB MDisks. Each 

of those 30 GB MDisks will correspond to a 30 GB fbvol (fixed block volume) on the back-end DS8700. A 

warning threshold will be set which creates an error log entry when the used capacity of the MDisk Group 

reaches 75%. Finally, the extent size of the MDisk Group will be 128 MB. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkmdiskgrp -name RHEL_SE_MDG -mdisk 

DS8700_P6_2600:DS8700_P7_2700:DS8700_P14_2E00:DS8700_P15_2F00 -ext 128 -warning 75% 

 

Figure 5.5 – Command to create 120 GB MDisk Group consisting of four 30 GB MDisks 

5.4.2 Viewing MDisk Group Capacity-Related Characteristics 

Figure 5.6 will now show how to view the information for the MDisk Group RHEL_SE_MDG created in the 

previous section, 5.4.1 Creating MDisk Groups with Space Usage Warnings Enabled. The output 

below assumes that the SE VDisk RHEL_SE was created in this MDisk Group as was shown in the 

section 5.3.1 Creating Space Efficient VDisks. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG 

Wed Mar 31 20:31:48 MST 2010 

id 20 

name RHEL_SE_MDG 

status online 

mdisk_count 4 

vdisk_count 1 

capacity 120.0GB 

extent_size 128 

free_capacity 59.9GB 

virtual_capacity 100.00GB 

used_capacity 0.41MB 

real_capacity 60.02GB 

overallocation 83 

warning 75 

 

Figure 5.6 – Viewing MDisk Group Status 

Table 5.4 contains a description of the capacity-related values returned from the “svcinfo lsmdiskgrp 

<mdisk_grp_id | mdisk_grp_name>” command. 

capacity The total amount of MDisk storage that is assigned to the MDisk     

group. 

free_capacity The amount of MDisk storage that is assigned to the MDisk group         

that is unused. MDisk storage can be used for cluster quorum data and 
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VDisks. 

real_capacity 

 

The amount of MDisk storage which is assigned to the MDisk group         

and that is currently assigned to VDisks. 

virtual_capacity 

 

The total virtual size of all the VDisk copies which are associated with 

the MDisk group. This is the same as the real_capacity value unless 

you have configured space-efficient VDisk copies in this MDisk group. 

used_capacity The total used size of all the VDisk copies that are associated with the 

MDisk group. This is the same as the real_capacity value unless you 

have configured space-efficient VDisk copies in this MDisk group.  

overallocation Expressed as a percentage, the ratio of the virtual_capacity value to 

the capacity. An MDisk group overallocation of over 100 is only 

possible if you have configured space-efficient VDisk copies. 

warning This field is a percentage. A warning is generated when the        

amount of space in the MDisk group that has been assigned        

exceeds this level. 

    Table 5.4 – MDisk Group Capacity-related Properties 

5.5 SVC Space Usage Monitoring 

Thin provisioning requires that a very close eye must be kept on both the virtual and real space usage of 

SVC storage. Space monitoring is of course always important in an Oracle and SAN environment, but the 

just-in-time nature of thin provisioning demands even more attention to this aspect of storage 

administration. This section will deal with the methods available to the SVC Storage Administrator for 

monitoring the space usage of SE VDisks and their related MDisk Groups in addition to the viewing of the 

output from the “svcinfo lsvdisk …”, “svcinfo lssevdiskcopy …” and “svcinfo lsmdiskgrp …” commands 

previously discussed. This includes: 

 the viewing of the error event log entries which are generated as a result of insufficient space in an 

MDisk Group when trying to expand a VDisk or as a result of crossing a threshold set by the use 

of the “-warning” option with either the “svctask mkvdisk …” or “svctask mkmdiskgrp …” 

commands 

 the setting up of automatic SVC email notifications 

5.5.1 Viewing the Error Event Log 

The SVC provides several CLI commands which can be used to view the error event log. An entry gets 

created in the error log whenever there is insufficient space available in an MDisk Group to satisfy the 

attempted expansion of a VDisk (whether it is space efficient or not). Entries are also created when the 

thresholds set by the “-warning” option to the “svctask mkvdisk …” or “svctask mkmdiskgrp …” commands 

are initially exceeded. This section will show the commands available for viewing the error log but will not 
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discuss in detail the various error messages that get generated for space-related issues. Those error 

messages will be discussed in a later section. 

Figure 5.7 shows one command for viewing the error event log with the entries on each line delimited by 

“:”. The “-first 10” option will show only the ten most recent entries. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo caterrlog -delim : -first 10 

Tue Apr  6 18:21:29 MST 2010 

id:type:fixed:SNMP_trap_raised:error_type:node_name:sequence_number:root_sequence_number:

first_timestamp:last_timestamp:number_of_errors:error_code:copy_id 

0:vdisk:no:yes:6:ARC150522:684:684:100406151020:100406151020:1:00986020:0 

20:mdisk_grp:no:yes:6:n/a:683:683:100406142645:100406142645:1:00989001: 

0:vdisk:no:no:5:ARC150522:0:0:100406135710:100406135710:1:00990182: 

0:vdisk:no:no:5:ARC150522:0:0:100406135710:100406135710:1:00990182: 

0:vdisk:no:no:5:ARC150522:0:0:100406135710:100406135710:1:00990182: 

0:vdisk:no:no:5:ARC150522:0:0:100406135709:100406135709:1:00990182: 

0:vdisk:no:no:5:ARC150522:0:0:100406135704:100406135704:1:00990169: 

0:vdisk:no:no:5:ARC150522:0:0:100406135655:100406135655:1:00990140: 

0:vdisk:no:no:5:ARC150522:0:0:100406124110:100406124110:1:00990182: 

0:vdisk:no:no:5:ARC150522:0:0:100406124110:100406124110:1:00990182: 

 

Figure 5.7 – Viewing the SVC Error Event Log 

The first_timestamp and last_timestamp fields are in the format of “YYMMDDHHMISS”, i.e. two-digit 

format for each of Year, Month, Day-of-Month/Hour (in 24-hour format), Minute, and Seconds. So the 

first_timestamp value of 100406151020 on the first line above corresponds to the day April 6, 2010 and 

time of 3:10:20 p.m. 

The error_code field is also of importance. The meanings of the values in this field are listed in 

http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/svcic/v3r1m0/index.jsp?topic=/com.ibm.storage.svc.console.doc/s

vc_webreferencemsgsandcodes_224etu.html 

(Item 7 in the References). The types of codes are: 

 Event codes – these are further categorized as Informational event codes or Configuration event 

codes. 

 Error codes – if email notifications have been configured on the SVC, then the creation of an error 

code in the error log will also send one of three possible types of email notifications: Error, 

Warning or Information. 

For example, the value of 00986020 for the error_code for the first line shown above corresponds to the 

following Error code with email notification type of W (Warning): 

986020 W A space-efficient virtual disk copy space warning has occurred. 

The various Event or Error codes that get generated as a result of an event related to thin provisioning will 

be discussed further down in this paper. 

There are other CLI commands which can be used to view the error log. They show error log entries that 

are specific to one particular SVC object. As such, they show a subset of the entries that are displayed 

from running the “svcinfo caterrlog …” command. For example, the “svcinfo lserrlogbymdisk …” command 

will only display the error log entries related to MDisks, and the “svcinfo lserrlogbymdiskgrp …” command 

http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/svcic/v3r1m0/index.jsp?topic=/com.ibm.storage.svc.console.doc/svc_webreferencemsgsandcodes_224etu.html
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/svcic/v3r1m0/index.jsp?topic=/com.ibm.storage.svc.console.doc/svc_webreferencemsgsandcodes_224etu.html
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will only display the error log entries related to MDisk Groups. For a complete listing of the commands 

which can be used to view the error log, run the command “svcinfo -h | grep -i err”. 

5.5.2 Setting up Email Notifications 

This section will discuss configuring the SVC such that email notifications are sent whenever entries are 

created in the error event log. The steps below will show the setup procedure in detail. 

(1) Create an email server. This is simply a host which has an SMTP daemon that is currently running 
and enabled (assuming that the server is Linux or AIX). If the -port option is not used then the 
default port number is 25. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkemailserver -ip 9.11.111.27 

Sat Mar 27 20:23:12 MST 2010 

Email Server id [0] successfully created 

 

 
(2) Create an email user. This is simply a valid userid on the Linux/AIX host. In our example, we will use 

the just-created “storageadmin” userid on a Red Hat 5.3 host. The hostname used in the command 
below corresponds to the IP address of 9.11.111.27 shown in step (1) above. 

It is a good idea to first verify that email sent from another host to this userid actually gets delivered. 
Starting with step (10) below, there will be a discussion which deals with one possible email delivery 
problem, and its resolution, on Red Hat 5.3. The problem that is discussed deals with the Sendmail 
daemon not being properly configured to receive emails from other hosts. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkemailuser -address 

storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com -error on -warning on -info on         

-inventory on 

Sat Mar 27 20:24:23 MST 2010 

User, id [0], successfully created 

 

 
(3) Run the “svctask chemail …” command to complete the Contact, Primary Phone Number and 

Geographical Location information for the email user. This command is not optional - it must be 
run for the email notifications to work. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask chemail -reply 

storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com -contact 'Bob_Gonzalez' -primary 

14085551234 -location 'San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab' 

Sat Mar 27 20:25:06 MST 2010 

 

 
(4) Now list the information for the email server. Note that the default port number of 25 will be used 

since the -port option was not specified in step (1) when the email server was created. 
 
 

[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsemailserver -delim : 

Sat Mar 27 20:25:38 MST 2010 

id:name:IP_address:port 

0:emailserver0:9.11.111.27:25 

 

 
(5) List the information for the email user. 
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[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lsemailuser -delim : 

Mon Mar 29 17:22:32 MST 2010 

id:name:address:user_type:error:warning:info:inventory 

0:emailuser0:storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com:local:on:on:on:on 

 

 
(6) The “svcinfo lsemailuser …” command used in step (5) lists the information that was used on the 

command line when running the “svctask mkemailuser …” command in step (2). However, to see 
the more complete contact information that was used with the “svctask chemail …” command in step 
(3), the following two commands should be run. The first command is used to get the SVC cluster 
name and then that cluster name is used in the second command to get the full contact information. 

 
 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lscluster -delim : 

Mon Mar 29 17:29:21 MST 2010 

id:name:location:partnership:bandwidth:id_alias 

000002006480519E:ARCSVC11:local:::000002006480519E 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lscluster ARCSVC11 | grep -i mail 

email_reply storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com 

email_contact Bob_Gonzalez 

email_contact_primary 14085551234 

email_contact_alternate 

email_contact_location San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

email_state running 

inventory_mail_interval 0 

 

 
(7) Start the email service on the SVC. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask startemail 

Sat Mar 27 20:26:30 MST 2010 

 

 
(8) Run a test of the email service. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask testemail -all 

Mon Mar 29 17:39:31 MST 2010 

 

 
(9) Now verify that the test email was received by the emailuser on the emailserver. The following 

shows the “storageadmin” userid running the “mailx” command on the Linux server arcx3550fxhw6 
along with the contents of the test message from the SVC. 

 

[storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]$ mailx 

Mail version 8.1 6/6/93.  Type ? for help. 

"/var/spool/mail/storageadmin": 1 message 1 new 

>N  1 storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6  Mon Mar 29 17:39  26/1149  "2145 e-mail Test" 

& t 1 

Message 1: 

From storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com  Mon Mar 29 17:39:31 2010 

Date: Mon, 29 Mar 2010 17:50:13 -0700 

From: storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com 

To: storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com 
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Subject: 2145 e-mail Test 

 

# Contact Name = Bob_Gonzalez 

# Contact Phone Number = 14085551234 

# Offshift Phone Number = 

# Contact E-mail = storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 4 

# Machine Type = 2145CF8 

# Serial Number = 75HCKGA 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

 

This is a test email. Please notify the contact, listed above, that you have received 

this email. 

 

& exit 

[storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]$ 

 

 
(10) As mentioned in step (2) above, it is possible that a Red Hat 5.3 server is not yet set up to receive 

email from another server. One example is where the system is newly installed and the Sendmail 
configuration has not been modified. For instance, assume that a test email is sent from a server 
named arcx3550gxvf7 to the “storageadmin” userid on our emailserver arcx3550fxhw6. Running 
the mailx command on arcx3550fxhw6 shows that the email never arrives. The first thing to do is 
to grep for the string “Connection refused” in the Sendmail log file /var/log/maillog on the sending 
server arcx3550gxvf7. 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# grep Connection /var/log/maillog 

 

Mar 27 13:11:06 arcx3550gxvf7 sendmail[12915]: o2RKB6gQ012913: 

to=<storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com>, 

ctladdr=<root@arcx3550gxvf7.storage.tucson.ibm.com> (0/0), delay=00:00:00, 

xdelay=00:00:00, mailer=esmtp, pri=120461, relay=arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com. 

[9.11.111.27], dsn=4.0.0, stat=Deferred: Connection refused by 

arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com. 

 

 
(11) Since the connection was refused on arcx3550fxhw6, it is necessary to grep for the 

DAEMON_OPTIONS string in the file /etc/mail/sendmail.mc on arcx3550fxhw6 and to determine 
whether or not the system is set up to allow only localhost emails. If the address = 127.0.0.1 then 
only localhost emails are allowed. 

 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# grep -i "^DAEMON_OPTIONS" /etc/mail/sendmail.mc 

DAEMON_OPTIONS(`Port=smtp,Addr=127.0.0.1, Name=MTA')dnl 

 

 
(12) The above output confirms that only localhost emails are allowed. The solution is to edit the file 

/etc/mail/sendmail.mc file on arcx3550fxhw6 and change the DAEMON_OPTIONS address of 
“127.0.0.1” to “0.0.0.0” After that has been done, verify that the change has been saved, 
regenerate the /etc/mail/sendmail.cf file, and restart the Sendmail daemon on arcx3550fxhw6 as 
follows. 

 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# grep -i "^DAEMON_OPTIONS" /etc/mail/sendmail.mc 

DAEMON_OPTIONS(`Port=smtp,Addr=0.0.0.0, Name=MTA')dnl 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# cd /etc/mail 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# m4 sendmail.mc > sendmail.cf 
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[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# service sendmail restart 

 

Another email can be sent from the arcx3550gxvf7 host to the “storageadmin” userid on arcx3550fxhw6 to 

see if the problem has been resolved. This obviously shows only one possible problem (and its 

corresponding solution) with regard to receiving emails on a Red Hat 5.3 server. However, it is not an 

uncommon problem and therefore may be of at least some help in resolving email reception problems. 

6 Space Efficient VDisks: Space Utilization Behavior 

The first section of this chapter will discuss the space utilization characteristics of SE VDisks as data gets 

written to the VDisks. In addition, the various error messages, error event log entries, and email 

notifications that get generated for events related to SE VDisk space usage will be discussed. Finally, for 

purposes of comparison, the error messages, error event log entries, and email notifications that get 

generated for events related to fully allocated VDisk space usage will also be discussed. 

The second section of this chapter will discuss the reasons for, and the results from, shrinking the 

real_capacity of an SE VDisk. 

6.1 Effect of write I/O to SE VDisks 

The space utilization characteristics of SE VDisks will be determined as follows: 

 An MDisk Group will be created with the following characteristics: 

 name RHEL_SE_MDG 
 composed of four 30 GB MDisks for a total capacity of 120 GB 
 extent size of128 MB 
 warning threshold of 75% 

 One SE VDisk will be created in MDisk Group RHEL_SE_MDG with the following characteristics: 

 name RHEL_SE 
 a (virtual) capacity of 100 GB 
 initial real capacity of 60 GB 
 autoexpand turned on 
 grainsize of 32 KB 
 warning threshold of 80% 

 Several 10 GB write I/O’s will be performed to this SE VDisk from a Red Hat 5.3 host using the 

“dd” command. The 10 GB I/O’s will be directed to the Device-Mapper Multipath block device on 

the host. The effect of these write I/O’s on the real capacity of the SE VDisk and MDisk Group will 

be observed. In addition, the entries in the error event log that get created and the emails that get 

sent to the email recipient previously configured in Section  5.5.2 Setting up Email Notifications 

(the “storageadmin” userid on arcx3550fxhw6) when either the MDisk Group or SE VDisk warning 

thresholds are exceeded will be noted. Every time that a write I/O is performed, the capacity-

related output from the “svcinfo lsmdiskgrp …” and “svcinfo lsvdisk …” commands will be shown. 

The 10 GB write I/O’s will start at the beginning of the SE VDisk and write sequentially to 

progressively larger 10 GB offsets into the SE VDisk. 

 The above write I/O exercise will describe in detail the effects of writing to an MDisk Group which 

contains a single SE VDisk where that SE VDisk has a grainsize of 32 KB, where autoexpand is 
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turned on, and where the I/O’s start at progressively larger offsets into the SE VDisk. After this 

behavior has been detailed, the succeeding sections in the paper will summarize the differences in 

behavior when one of the above configuration settings is changed at a time; i.e., when: 

 the starting offsets into the SE VDisk are randomly chosen 

 autoexpand is turned off 

 there is more than one SE VDisk in the MDisk Group 

Before starting the testing, the SE VDisk grainsize parameter bears a bit more discussion. The SVC 
offers very small grainsize options: 32 KB, 64 KB, 128 KB and 256 KB. This ensures that there is very 
little waste when the SVC is allocating used_capacity for SE VDisks. In fact, these small grainsizes are 
fairly irrelevant for the purposes of this paper since the ASM diskgroup and database datafile sizes 
that will be discussed further down in the paper will be so much larger, i.e., 2 to 3 orders of magnitude 
larger. The grainsize setting may be of more importance if SE VDisks are being used for some 
particular applications, for example if they are being used for relatively small filesystems on front-end 
hosts. This paper will always use a 32 KB grainsize. 

For the 10 GB write I/O’s mentioned above, the dd command will use a 10 GB text file as input. The 

file, named sevdisk.10gb, can be created in approximately two minutes on an Intel® Xeon®-based 

IBM x3550 using the Bash shell as shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# (( i = 1 )) 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# while (( i <= 65536 )); do echo "123456789012345"  >> 

sevdisk.1mb; (( i = i + 1 )); done 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# (( j = 1 )) 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# while (( j <= 1024 )); do cat sevdisk.1mb >> sevdisk.1gb; (( j = 

j + 1 )); done 

root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# (( k = 1 )) 

root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# while (( k <= 10 )); do cat sevdisk.1gb >> sevdisk.10gb; (( k = k 

+ 1 )); done 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# ls -ltr sevdisk.10gb 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 10737418240 Apr  1 21:53 sevdisk.10gb 

 

Figure 6.1 – Creating a 10 GB text file 

Now let’s assume that we want to write 10 GB of data starting at an offset of (40 GB + 1 byte) into the 

SE VDisk, that we want to use a 1 MB blocksize, and that the SE VDisk corresponds to the Device-

Mapper Multipath block device /dev/mapper/RHEL_SE. The dd command would be as shown in 

Figure 6.2. 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE bs=1M seek=40961 

 

10240+0 records in 

10240+0 records out 

10737418240 bytes (11 GB) copied, 131.683 seconds, 81.5 MB/s 

Figure 6.2 – Writing 10 GB of data at an offset of 40 GB + 1 byte into SE VDisk RHEL_SE 

6.1.1 Progressive Offsets into Single SE VDisk 

 
(1) Create a 120 GB MDisk Group which contains four 30 GB MDisks, with a warning threshold of 75%, 

and with an extent size of 128 MB. 
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[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkmdiskgrp -name RHEL_SE_MDG -mdisk 

DS8700_P6_2600:DS8700_P7_2700:DS8700_P14_2E00:DS8700_P15_2F00 -ext 128 -warning 75% 

 

 
(2) Create an SE VDisk on MDisk Group RHEL_SE_MDG, with a virtual capacity of 100 GB, with an 

initial real capacity of 60 GB, with autoexpand turned on, with a warning set to 80% of virtual 
capacity, and with a grainsize of 32 KB. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG -iogrp 0 -vtype striped -

size 100 -rsize 60 -unit gb -autoexpand -grainsize 32 -warning 80% -name RHEL_SE 

 

 
(3) View the space-related characteristics of the MDisk Group and SE VDisk. The overallocation value 

for the MDisk Group indicates that 83% of the 120 GB capacity is being used by the 100 GB virtual 
capacity of the SE VDisk. The overallocation field for the SE VDisk indicates that the capacity is 
166% of the real_capacity. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG | egrep "capacity|overallocation" 

capacity 120.0GB 

free_capacity 59.9GB 

virtual_capacity 100.00GB 

used_capacity 0.41MB 

real_capacity 60.02GB 

overallocation 83 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%10s %10s %14s 

%14s %14s %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10}' 

 

vdisk_name   capacity  used_capacity  real_capacity  free_capacity overallocation 

   RHEL_SE   100.00GB         0.41MB        60.02GB        60.02GB            166 

 

 
(4) Write 10 GB’s of data starting at the beginning of the SE VDisk and then view the capacity-related 

values for the MDisk Group and SE VDisk. As can be seen, the free_capacity for the MDisk Group is 
now 49.9 GB as opposed to 59.9 GB. But the free_capacity for the SE VDisk is still ~ 60 GB. The 
used_capacity for both the MDisk Group and the SE VDisk is now 10.01 GB. This is an indicator of 
how much data has actually been written to the MDisk Group and SE VDisk. 

It should be noted that the “svcinfo lsmdiskgrp …” and “svcinfo lssevdiskcopy …” commands should 
not be run immediately after the “dd” command completes. The reason is that when using SE 
VDisks it takes a bit less than two minutes for the SVC to register the new capacity-related 
properties of the MDisk Group and SE VDisk. So waiting about two minutes ensures that the correct 
values are shown. 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE bs=1M 

10240+0 records in 

10240+0 records out 

10737418240 bytes (11 GB) copied, 131.542 seconds, 81.6 MB/s 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG | egrep "capacity|overallocation" 

capacity 120.0GB 

free_capacity 49.9GB 

virtual_capacity 100.00GB 

used_capacity 10.01GB 

real_capacity 70.02GB 
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overallocation 83 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%10s %10s %14s 

%14s %14s %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10}' 

vdisk_name   capacity  used_capacity  real_capacity  free_capacity overallocation 

   RHEL_SE   100.00GB        10.01GB        70.02GB        60.01GB            142 

 

 
(5) Write 10 GB’s of data starting at an offset of (10 GB + 1 byte) into the SE VDisk and again view the 

capacity-related values for the MDisk Group and SE VDisk. As mentioned in step (4) above, viewing 
the capacity-related values for the MDisk Group and SE VDisk should be done two minutes after the 
“dd” command completes. 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE bs=1M seek=10241 

10240+0 records in 

10240+0 records out 

10737418240 bytes (11 GB) copied, 131.683 seconds, 81.5 MB/s 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG | egrep "capacity|overallocation" 

capacity 120.0GB 

free_capacity 39.9GB 

virtual_capacity 100.00GB 

used_capacity 20.02GB 

real_capacity 80.04GB 

overallocation 83 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%10s %10s %14s 

%14s %14s %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10}' 

vdisk_name   capacity  used_capacity  real_capacity  free_capacity overallocation 

   RHEL_SE   100.00GB        20.02GB        80.04GB        60.01GB            124 

 

 
(6) The overall effects of writing 10 GB’s of data, starting at progressively larger 10 GB offsets into the 

SE VDisk, can be made clearer by showing the resulting capacity-related properties for the MDisk 
Group and SE VDisk in tabular format. The two rows in bold font with red shading in the first 
grouping below, capacity and virtual capacity, will only be shown once since they do not change in 
value no matter how much data gets written to the SE VDisk. 

no data written yet MDisk Group SE VDisk 

capacity 120.0GB 100.00GB 

used_capacity 0.41MB 0.41MB 

real_capacity 60.02GB 60.02GB 

free_capacity 59.9GB 60.02GB 

virtual_capacity 100.00GB N/A 

overallocation 83 166 

offset 0 bytes   

used_capacity 10.01GB 10.01GB 

real_capacity 70.02GB 70.02GB 

free_capacity 49.9GB 60.01GB 

overallocation 83 142 

offset (10 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 20.02GB 20.02GB 

real_capacity 80.04GB 80.04GB 

free_capacity 39.9GB 60.01GB 

overallocation 83 124 

offset (20 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 30.04GB 30.04GB 

real_capacity 90.04GB 90.04GB 

free_capacity 29.9GB 60.00GB 

overallocation 83 111 
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At this point, the real_capacity of the MDisk Group has exceeded the threshold of 75% of the MDisk Group 
capacity of 120 GB, i.e., 90.04 > (.75 * 120) = 90. Therefore, checking the email for the “storageadmin” 
userid on arcx3550fxwh6 shows that the following email has been sent. 

 

[storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]$ mailx 

Mail version 8.1 6/6/93.  Type ? for help. 

"/var/spool/mail/storageadmin": 1 message 1 new 

>N  1 storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6  Tue Apr  6 14:16  32/1538  "2145 Warning Event 

Notification" 

& 

Message 1: 

From storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com  Tue Apr  6 14:16:35 2010 

Date: Tue, 6 Apr 2010 14:27:01 -0700 

From: storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com 

To: storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com 

Subject: 2145 Warning Event Notification 

 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 902 

# Machine Type = Unspecified (cluster event) 

# Serial Number = Unspecified (cluster event) 

# Error ID = 989001 : Managed Disk Group space warning 

# Error Code = 

# Software Version = 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

# FRU = None 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

# Node ID = 0 

# Error Sequence Number = 683 

# Timestamp = Tue Apr  6 14:26:45 2010 

# Object Type = mdiskgrp 

# Object ID = 20 

# Copy ID = 

# Additional Data (0 -> 63) = 

01000000000000000000440B000000000000000F000000000052400B000000000000000000000000000000000

000 

000000000000000000000000000000000000 

# Additional Data (64 -> 127) = 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000 

 

& quit 

 

 

Note that the Error ID = 989001. Let us now check the error event log on the SVC to confirm that the 
most recent entry has an error_code of 989001. 
 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo caterrlog -delim : -first 1 

 

Tue Apr  6 14:19:04 MST 2010 

id:type:fixed:SNMP_trap_raised:error_type:node_name:sequence_number:root_sequence_number:

first_timestamp:last_timestamp:number_of_errors:error_code:copy_id 

20:mdisk_grp:no:yes:6:n/a:683:683:100406142645:100406142645:1:00989001: 

 

 

The error_code = 00989001, so the email Error ID and the error event log error_code entry both have 
the same value. Now look up that Error Event using the URL mentioned in the Section 5.5.1 Viewing 
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the Error Event Log.Follow the path Event Codes -> Informational event codes and look up 989001 in 
the table. The following is the entry: 
 

989001 W A managed disk group space warning has occurred. 

 

Now continue with the write I/O’s. 
 

offset (30 GB + 1 byte) MDisk Group SE VDisk 

used_capacity 40.05GB 40.05GB 

real_capacity 100.00GB 100.00GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 59.95GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset (40 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 50.06GB 50.06GB 

real_capacity 100.00GB 100.00GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 49.94GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset (50 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 60.07GB 60.07GB 

real_capacity 100.00GB 100.00GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 39.93GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset (60 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 70.09GB 70.09GB 

real_capacity 100.00GB 100.00GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 29.92GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset (70 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 80.10GB 80.10GB 

real_capacity 100.00GB 100.00GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 19.90GB 

overallocation 83 99 

 

At this point, the used_capacity of the SE VDisk has exceeded the threshold of 80% of the SE VDisk 
capacity of 100 GB, i.e., 80.10 > (.80 * 100) = 80. Therefore, checking the email for the “storageadmin” 
userid on arcx3550fxwh6 shows that the following email has indeed just been sent. 

 

[storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]$ mailx 

Mail version 8.1 6/6/93.  Type ? for help. 

"/var/spool/mail/storageadmin": 1 message 1 new 

>N  1 storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6  Tue Apr  6 15:00  32/1510  "2145 Warning Event 

Notification" 

& 1 

Message 1: 

From storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com  Tue Apr  6 15:00:03 2010 

Date: Tue, 6 Apr 2010 15:10:31 -0700 

From: storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com 

To: storageadmin@arcx3550fxhw6.storage.tucson.ibm.com 

Subject: 2145 Warning Event Notification 

 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 902 

# Machine Type = 2145CF8 

# Serial Number = 75HCKGA 

# Error ID = 986020 : Space Efficient Virtual Disk Copy space warning 

# Error Code = 

# Software Version = 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

# FRU = None 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

# Node ID = 19 
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# Error Sequence Number = 684 

# Timestamp = Tue Apr  6 15:10:20 2010 

# Object Type = vdisk 

# Object ID = 0 

# Copy ID = 0 

# Additional Data (0 -> 63) = 

00000000000000008002000A00000000C014800C000000000000800C000000000100000000000000000000000

000 

000000000000000000000000000000000000 

# Additional Data (64 -> 127) = 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000 

 

& quit 

 

 

Note that the Error ID = 986020. Let us now check the error event log on the SVC to confirm that the 
most recent entry has an error_code of 986020. 
 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo caterrlog -delim : -first 1 

 

Tue Apr  6 15:01:43 MST 2010 

id:type:fixed:SNMP_trap_raised:error_type:node_name:sequence_number:root_sequence_number:

first_timestamp:last_timestamp:number_of_errors:error_code:copy_id 

0:vdisk:no:yes:6:ARC150522:684:684:100406151020:100406151020:1:00986020:0 

 

 

The error_code = 00986020, so the email Error ID and the error event log error_code entry both have 
the same value. Now look up that Error Event using the URL mentioned in the Section 5.5.1 Viewing 
the Error Event Log.Follow the path Event Codes -> Informational event codes and look up 986020 in 
the table. The following is the entry: 
 

986020 W A space-efficient virtual disk copy space warning has occurred. 

 

Once again, continue with the write I/O’s until the used_capacity of the SE VDisk is equal to the SE 
VDisk capacity, which is 100 GB. 
 

offset (80 GB + 1 byte) MDisk Group SE VDisk 

used_capacity 90.11GB 90.11GB 

real_capacity 100.00GB 100.00GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 9.89GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset (90 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 100.12GB 100.12GB 

real_capacity 100.13GB 100.13GB 

free_capacity 19.8GB 6.94MB 

overallocation 83 99 

 
At this point, the write I/O’s finally fail when the last data block is written since we are trying to write 1 
byte past the 100 GB capacity. The following shows the resulting “No space left on device” error that 
gets generated on the arcx3550gxvf7 host. 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 test_sevdisk]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE bs=1M 

seek=92161 

 

Tue Apr  6 15:15:35 MST 2010 

dd: writing `/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE': No space left on device 
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10240+0 records in 

10239+0 records out 

10736369664 bytes (11 GB) copied, 133.885 seconds, 80.2 MB/s 

 

 
(7) Let us now summarize the behavior of the various capacity-related properties of the MDisk Group 

and SE VDisk as data gets written to the SE VDisk in 10 GB chunks beginning at progressively 
larger 10 GB offsets into the SE VDisk. Remember that this is the case where the MDisk Group only 
contains one SE VDisk: 

capacity As per the definition of capacity for an MDisk Group, this is the sum of the 

sizes of the component MDisks. Therefore this does not change when data 

is written to the VDisks in that MDisk Group. For our example, the value 

was 120 GB. 

For SE VDisks, this is the maximum size to which the VDisk can grow and 

thus does not change as data is written to the VDisk. For our example, the 

value was 100 GB. 

virtual_capacity This property only applies to MDisk Groups. This is the sum of the capacity 

values (i.e., the maximum possible sizes) for all of the SE VDisks in a given 

MDisk Group. Therefore, this value does not change as data is written to 

the SE VDisks. For our example, the value was 100 GB for the MDisk 

Group. 

used_capacity The used_capacity value for the MDisk Group and the SE VDisk are 

always equal to each other. 

For our example, the used_capacity started at 0.41 MB (close to zero) and 

increased in ~10 GB increments with each write I/O. So the progression of 

GB values for our example was 10.01, 20.02, 30.04, 40.05, 50.06, 60.07, 

70.09, 80.10, 90.11 and 100.12 GB’s. 

real_capacity 

 

The real_capacity value for the MDisk Group and the SE VDisk are always 

equal to each other. 

For our example, the real_capacity started at 60.02 GB and increased in 

~10 GB increments with each write I/O up to a maximum of 100.00 GB. So 

the progression of GB values for our example was 60.02, 70.02, 80.04, 

90.04 and 100.00 GB’s. The value stayed at 100.00 GB for the last few 

write I/O’s until the very last I/O (which overwrote the end of the SE VDisk) 

which caused the real_capacity to increase to 100.13 GB’s. 

free_capacity 

 

For MDisk Groups, this is capacity - real_capacity. For our example, the 

capacity was always 120 GB. Thus the progression of free_capacity 

values was 59.9, 49.9, 39.9, 29.9 and 19.9GB’s. The value stayed at 19.9 

GB’s for the last few write I/O’s until the very last I/O (which overwrote the 

end of the SE VDisk) which caused free_capacity to decrease slightly to 
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19.8 GB’s. 

For SE VDisks this value is real_capacity - used_capacity. The 

real_capacity started at 60 GB’s and the used_capacity started at 0.41 

MB’s. They both increased in ~10 GB increments, so the free_capacity 

stayed at ~60 GB’s until the real_capacity reached its maximum of 100 

GB’s. At that point, the used_capacity continued increasing in 10 GB 

increments while the real_capacity stayed static, so the progression of 

free_capacity values became  49.94, 39.93, 29.92, 19.90 and 9.89 GB’s, 

with the final write I/O causing the value to end up at 6.94 MB’s. 

overallocation For the MDisk Group, this is (virtual_capacity / capacity) * 100. Thus the 

value equaled 83 throughout the write I/O’s. 

For the SE VDisk, this is (capacity / real_capacity) * 100.  Thus the first 

few values were 166, 142, 111 and finally 99. The value stayed at 99 once 

real_capacity reached its maximum value of 100 GB, which was equal to 

the capacity for the SE VDisk. 

 

6.1.2 Random Offsets into Single SE VDisk 

 
This section will use the same configuration setup and will proceed as in the preceeding Section 6.1.1 
Write I/O to SE VDisks – Progressive Offsets into Single SE VDisk. The one difference is that the 
write I/O’s will start at random offsets into the SE VDisk. The -seek option to the dd command in the 
preceeding section used the following (10 GB + 1 byte) progression of values: 

0, 10241, 20481, 30721, 40961, 51201, 61441, 71681, 81921 and 92161. 

This section will instead use the following progression of values for the -seek option: 

40961, 71681, 20481, 51201, 81921, 0, 30721, 10241, 61441 and 92161. 

(1) The following summarizes the results: 

no data written yet MDisk Group SE VDisk 

capacity 120.0GB 100.00GB 

used_capacity 0.41MB 0.41MB 

real_capacity 60.02GB 60.02GB 

free_capacity 59.9GB 60.02GB 

virtual_capacity 100.00GB N/A 

overallocation 83 166 

offset (40 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 10.01GB 10.01GB 

real_capacity 70.02GB 70.02GB 

free_capacity 49.9GB 60.01GB 

overallocation 83 142 

offset (70 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 20.02GB 20.02GB 

real_capacity 80.04GB 80.04GB 

free_capacity 39.9GB 60.00GB 

overallocation 83 124 

offset (20 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 30.04GB 30.04GB 

real_capacity 90.04GB 90.04GB 

free_capacity 29.9GB 60.00GB 
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overallocation 83 111 

offset (50 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 40.05GB 40.05GB 

real_capacity 100.01GB 100.01GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 59.96GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset (80 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 50.06GB 50.06GB 

real_capacity 100.01GB 100.01GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 49.95GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset 0 bytes   

used_capacity 60.07GB 60.07GB 

real_capacity 100.01GB 100.01GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 39.94GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset (30 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 70.09GB 70.09GB 

real_capacity 100.01GB 100.01GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 29.92GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset (10 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 80.10GB 80.10GB 

real_capacity 100.01GB 100.01GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 19.91GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset (60 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 90.11GB 90.11GB 

real_capacity 100.01GB 100.01GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 9.90GB 

overallocation 83 99 

offset (90 GB + 1 byte)   

used_capacity 100.12GB 100.12GB 

real_capacity 100.14GB 100.14GB 

free_capacity 19.8GB 14.88MB 

overallocation 83 99 

 
(2) As can be seen from the above table, the results from writing to the SE VDisk are the same when 

using random offsets as when the write I/O’s start at progressively larger offsets into the SE VDisk 
(with some insignificant differences due to rounding). In addition, the warning email notifications 
were sent and the error event log entries were created at the same points during the exercise; i.e., 
the MDisk Group warning was raised when real_capacity first exceeded 75% of the MDisk Group 
capacity and the SE VDisk warning was sent when the used_capacity first exceeded 80% of the SE 
VDisk capacity. 

6.1.3 Progressive Offsets with Autoexpand turned off 

 
This section will use the same configuration setup and will proceed as in the Section 6.1.1 Write I/O to 
SE VDisks – Progressive Offsets into Single SE VDisk. The one difference is that SE VDisk was 
created without the -autoexpand option. The write I/O’s will start at the beginning of the SE VDisk and 
proceed at progressively larger 10 GB offsets into the SE VDisk. 

(1) The following will show the results from the first five write I/O’s and compare them side-by-side with 
the results from the equivalent I/O’s when autoexpand is turned on. It is readily apparent that the 
SVC treats some of the capacity-related properties of the MDisk Group and SE VDisk quite 
differently when autoexpand has not been enabled. The used_capacity for both the MDisk Group 
and the SE VDisk still show 10 GB increments when a new 10 GB write I/O is performed. However, 
the real_capacity for both the MDisk Group and the SE VDisk stays static at 60.00 GB as opposed 
to increasing by 10 GB increments. The free_capacity for the MDisk Group stays static at 60.0 GB 
as opposed to decreasing in 10 GB increments. The free_capacity for the SE VDisk immediately 
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starts decreasing in 10 GB increments as opposed to staying static at ~60 GB for the first few I/O’s. 
Finally, the overallocation for the SE VDisk stays static at 166 as opposed to decreasing steadily. 

no data written yet 
MDisk Group 

autoexpand on 
MDisk Group 

autoexpand off 
SE VDisk 

autoexpand on 
SE VDisk 

autoexpand off 

capacity 120.0GB 120.0GB 100.00GB 100.00GB 

used_capacity 0.41MB 0.41MB 0.41MB 0.41MB 

real_capacity 60.02GB 60.00GB 60.02GB 60.00GB 

free_capacity 59.9GB 60.0GB 60.02GB 60.00GB 

virtual_capacity 100.00GB 100.00GB N/A N/A 

overallocation 83 83 166 166 

offset 0 bytes     

used_capacity 10.01GB 10.01GB 10.01GB 10.01GB 

real_capacity 70.02GB 60.00GB 70.02GB 60.00GB 

free_capacity 49.9GB 60.0GB 60.01GB 49.99GB 

overallocation 83 83 142 166 

offset (10 GB + 1 byte)     

used_capacity 20.02GB 20.02GB 20.02GB 20.02GB 

real_capacity 80.04GB 60.00GB 80.04GB 60.00GB 

free_capacity 39.9GB 60.0GB 60.01GB 39.98GB 

overallocation 83 83 124 166 

offset (20 GB + 1 byte)     

used_capacity 30.04GB 30.04GB 30.04GB 30.04GB 

real_capacity 90.04GB 60.00GB 90.04GB 60.00GB 

free_capacity 29.9GB 60.0GB 60.00GB 29.96GB 

overallocation 83 83 111 166 

offset (30 GB + 1 byte)     

used_capacity 40.05GB 40.05GB 40.05GB 40.05GB 

real_capacity 100.00GB 60.0GB 100.00GB 60.00GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 60.0GB 59.95GB 19.95GB 

overallocation 83 83 99 166 

offset (40 GB + 1 byte)     

used_capacity 50.06GB 50.06GB 50.06GB 50.06GB 

real_capacity 100.00GB 60.0GB 100.00GB 60.00GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 60.0GB 49.94GB 9.94GB 

overallocation 83 83 99 166 

 
(2) As can be seen in the last entry for the SE VDisk with autoexpand turned off in step (1), the 

free_capacity for the SE VDisk is now 9.94 GB. The next 10 GB write I/O may cause the SE VDisk 
to go offline. Why were there no email warnings sent, or error event log entries created, when the 
75% threshold for the MDisk Group or the 80% threshold for the SE VDisk was reached? For the 
MDisk Group, the reason is that with autoexpand turned off for the SE VDisk, the real_capacity of 
the MDisk Group behaves differently. The real_capacity is still 60.0 GB at this point and has not 
reached 75% of the 120 GB capacity, which would be 90 GB’s. Similarly for the SE VDisk, the 
used_capacity behaves differently with autoexpand turned off. The used_capacity is 50.06 GB and 
has not reached 80% of the 100 GB capacity for the SE VDisk. 

If autoexpand for the SE VDisk is not going to be used, then more careful thought must be given to 
the -warning parameter. The warning threshold could have been set to 40% which would have 
caused a warning to be sent when the used_capacity of the SE VDisk reached 40 GB. This would 
have allowed enough time to manually expand the SE VDisk before reaching a dangerously low 
level. The next few steps will discuss the results from writing the next 10 GB’s to the SE VDisk. 

(3) This shows the effects of writing the next 10 GB’s to the SE VDisk at an offset of (50 GB + 1 byte) 
into the SE VDisk. 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE bs=1M seek=51201 

10240+0 records in 

10240+0 records out 

10737418240 bytes (11 GB) copied, 136.814 seconds, 78.5 MB/s 
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offset (50 GB + 1 byte) 
MDisk Group 

autoexpand on 
MDisk Group 

autoexpand off 
SE VDisk 

autoexpand on 
SE VDisk 

autoexpand off 

used_capacity 60.07GB 60.0GB 60.07GB 60.00GB 

real_capacity 100.00GB 60.0GB 100.00GB 60.00GB 

free_capacity 19.9GB 60.0GB 39.93GB 0.03MB 

overallocation 83 83 99 166 

 
(4) The above dd command seemed to complete successfully. However, upon checking the email for 

the storageadmin user on arcx3550fxhw6, the following two messages appear which show the 
problem with writing to the SE VDisk when it did not have enough free_capacity available. The 
emails will be shortened for the sake of brevity. 

 

Message 1: 

 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 902 

# Machine Type = 2145CF8 

# Serial Number = 75HCKGA 

# Error ID = 984001 : Initial data for an I/O group was pinned 

# Error Code = 

# Software Version = 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

# Error Sequence Number = 717 

# Timestamp = Wed Apr 14 14:55:22 2010 

# Object Type = node 

# Object ID = 19 

# Copy ID = 

 

Message 2: 

 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 902 

# Machine Type = 2145CF8 

# Serial Number = 75HCKGA 

# Error ID = 60001 : Space Efficient Virtual Disk Copy offline due to insufficient space 

# Error Code = 1865 : Space Efficient Virtual Disk Copy offline due to insufficient space 

# Software Version = 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

# Error Sequence Number = 716 

# Timestamp = Wed Apr 14 14:55:22 2010 

# Object Type = vdisk 

# Object ID = 0 

# Copy ID = 0 

 

 
(5) Now check the error event log on the SVC. Notice that the two error_code’s are the same as in the 

above emails. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo caterrlog -delim : -first 2 

 

id:type:fixed:SNMP_trap_raised:error_type:node_name:sequence_number:root_sequence_number:

first_timestamp:last_timestamp:number_of_errors:error_code:copy_id 

19:node:no:yes:6:ARC150522:717:717:100414145522:100414145522:1:00984001: 

0:vdisk:no:yes:2:ARC150522:716:716:100414145522:100414145522:1:00060001:0 
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(6) View the status of the SE VDisk on the SVC. The “svcinfo lsvdisk …” command must be used since 
the “svcinfo lssevdiskcopy …” command does not show the online/offline status of an SE VDisk. As 
can be seen, the SE VDisk has indeed been taken offline. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 SETUP_DS8K_SVC]# svcinfo lsvdisk -delim : 

 

id:name:IO_group_id:IO_group_name:status:mdisk_grp_id:mdisk_grp_name:capacity:type:FC_id:

FC_name:RC_id:RC_name:vdisk_UID:fc_map_count:copy_count:fast_write_state 

0:RHEL_SE:0:io_grp0:offline:20:RHEL_SE_MDG:100.00GB:striped:::::6005076801920146780000000

00002F3:0:1:not_empty 

 

 
(7) Now check the status of the Device-Mapper Multipath device on the Linux host and verify that the 

device is offline at the host level. 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 test_sevdisk]# multipath -ll 

sdb: checker msg is "tur checker reports path is down" 

sdc: checker msg is "tur checker reports path is down" 

sdd: checker msg is "tur checker reports path is down" 

sde: checker msg is "tur checker reports path is down" 

RHEL_SE (3600507680192014678000000000002f3) dm-0 IBM,2145 

[size=100G][features=0][hwhandler=0][rw] 

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=0][active] 

 \_ 1:0:0:0 sdb 8:16  [failed][faulty] 

 \_ 2:0:0:0 sdd 8:48  [failed][faulty] 

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=0][enabled] 

 \_ 1:0:1:0 sdc 8:32  [failed][faulty] 

 \_ 2:0:1:0 sde 8:64  [failed][faulty] 

 

 
(8) The only way to bring the SE VDisk back online is to add space via the “svctask expandvdisksize …” 

command. The following will add 31 GB’s to the SE VDisk and then will run the “svcinfo lsvdisk …” 
command again to check the online/offline status. The 31 GB size for the I/O was chosen for 
illustrative purposes as will be discussed in step (10) below. 

As can be seen, the SE VDisk is now online. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask expandvdisksize -rsize 31 -unit gb RHEL_SE 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lsvdisk -delim : 

 

id:name:IO_group_id:IO_group_name:status:mdisk_grp_id:mdisk_grp_name:capacity:type:FC_id:

FC_name:RC_id:RC_name:vdisk_UID:fc_map_count:copy_count:fast_write_state 

0:RHEL_SE:0:io_grp0:online:20:RHEL_SE_MDG:100.00GB:striped:::::60050768019201467800000000

0002F0:0:1:not_empty 

 

 
(9) Now once again view the output from the “svcinfo lsmdiskgrp …” and “svcinfo lssevdiskcopy …” 

commands and compare the the values with those before the extra 31 GB’s was added. There is 
now 30.93 GB of free_capacity for the SE VDisk. In addition, the real_capacity for the MDisk Group 
has now exceeded its warning threshold of 75% of 120 GB, i.e., it is now over 90 GB. 

offset (50 GB + 1 byte) 
MDisk Group 

autoexpand off 
before 31 GB added 

MDisk Group 
autoexpand off after 

31 GB added 

SE VDisk 
autoexpand off 

before 31 GB added 

SE VDisk 
autoexpand off after 

31 GB added 

used_capacity 60.0GB 60.07GB 60.00GB 60.07GB 

real_capacity 60.0GB 91.00GB 60.00GB 91.00GB 
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free_capacity 60.0GB 29.0GB 0.03MB 30.93GB 

overallocation 83 83 166 109 

 
(10) Check the email messages for storageadmin on arcx3550fxhw6. There are now two messages, 

shown in abbreviated format. The first one shows that the problem with the SE VDisk has now 
been resolved. The second one shows that the real_capacity of the MDisk Group has exceeded 
its warning threshold of 75%. If the SE VDisk had been expanded by 30 GB’s instead of 31 GB’s, 
then the real_capacity of the MDisk Group would have been exactly 90 GB and the space warning 
message would not have been sent. This was done simply to show that the MDisk Group space 
warning is still sent when the SE VDisk has autoexpand turned off. 

 

Message 1: 

 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 903 

# Machine Type = 2145CF8 

# Serial Number = 75HCKGA 

# Error ID = 984002 : All data in an I/O group is now unpinned 

# Error Code = 

# Software Version = 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

# Error Sequence Number = 719 

# Timestamp = Wed Apr 14 20:10:51 2010 

# Object Type = node 

# Object ID = 19 

# Copy ID = 

 

Message 2: 

 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 902 

# Machine Type = Unspecified (cluster event) 

# Serial Number = Unspecified (cluster event) 

# Error ID = 989001 : Managed Disk Group space warning 

# Error Code = 

# Software Version = 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

# Error Sequence Number = 718 

# Timestamp = Wed Apr 14 20:10:51 2010 

# Object Type = mdiskgrp 

# Object ID = 20 

# Copy ID = 

 

 
(11) Once again check the status of the Device-Mapper Multipath device on the Linux host. The SE 

VDisk was automatically made available again. 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 test_sevdisk]# multipath -ll 

RHEL_SE (3600507680192014678000000000002f3) dm-0 IBM,2145 

[size=100G][features=1 queue_if_no_path][hwhandler=0][rw] 

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=100][active] 

 \_ 1:0:0:0 sdb 8:16  [active][ready] 

 \_ 2:0:0:0 sdd 8:48  [active][ready] 

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=20][enabled] 

 \_ 1:0:1:0 sdc 8:32  [active][ready] 

 \_ 2:0:1:0 sde 8:64  [active][ready] 
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(12) Three more 10 GB writes will be done. One will again be at the offset which caused the SE VDisk 
to go offline, i.e., at an offset of (50 GB + 1 byte). The next two will be at offsets of (60 GB + 1 
byte) and (70 GB + 1 byte), respectively. None of the writes caused an error. The final write 
resulted in the used_capacity of the SE VDisk reaching 80.10 GB. This exceeded the 80% space 
warning threshold for the SE VDisk (80% of 100 GB) and caused the following email message to 
get sent to storageadmin on arcx3550fxhw6. 

 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 902 

# Machine Type = 2145CF8 

# Serial Number = 75HCKGA 

# Error ID = 986020 : Space Efficient Virtual Disk Copy space warning 

# Error Code = 

# Software Version = 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

# Error Sequence Number = 720 

# Timestamp = Wed Apr 14 21:05:46 2010 

# Object Type = vdisk 

# Object ID = 0 

# Copy ID = 0 

 

 
(13) At this point, the exercise will be stopped since it is now readily apparent that space administration 

differs depending on whether or not autoexpand is being used for the SE VDisk; i.e., it has now 
been shown that it is highly advisable to use autoexpand. The SE VDisk will now be dropped and 
then re-created with the setting of 40% for -warning that was suggested in step (2) above. The 
exercise will then start over from the beginning. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG -iogrp 0 -vtype striped -

size 100 -rsize 60 -unit gb -grainsize 32 -warning 40% -name RHEL_SE 

 

 
(14) Four 10 GB write I/O’s were done to the SE VDisk created in step (13) at offsets of 0 bytes, (10 

GB + 1 byte), (20 GB + 1 byte) and (30 GB + 1 byte). After the last write I/O, when there was still 
9.94 GB of free_capacity remaining for the SE VDisk, the following email was sent to 
storageadmin on arcx3550fxhw6. The warning threshold of 40% now allows time to manually 
expand the size of the SE VDisk before another write may take it offline. 

 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 902 

# Machine Type = 2145CF8 

# Serial Number = 75HCKGA 

# Error ID = 986020 : Space Efficient Virtual Disk Copy space warning 

# Error Code = 

# Software Version = 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

# Error Sequence Number = 721 

# Timestamp = Wed Apr 14 21:53:01 2010 

# Object Type = vdisk 

# Object ID = 0 

# Copy ID = 0 

 

 
(15) The point of this exercise was to show that not using autoexpand for the SE VDisk: 

 requires some careful thought with regard to the -warning option 
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 requires manual intervention 

 entails the significant additional risk of a VDisk going offline 
 

In Section 6.1.1 Write I/O to SE VDisks – Progressive Offsets into Single SE VDisk, it was 
shown that overwriting the end of the SE VDisk when autoexpand was turned on simply resulted in 
an error at the host level. Overwriting the end of the SE VDisk when autoexpand is not being used 
results in the SE VDisk being taken offline, which is obviously a much worse outcome. 

6.1.4 Multiple SE VDisks in MDisk Group 

 
This section will proceed in a similar fashion as in the Section 6.1.1 Write I/O to SE VDisks – 
Progressive Offsets into Single SE VDisk. However, this time four SE VDisks will be created in the 
120 GB RHEL_SE_MDG MDisk Group. The SE VDisks will each have a capacity of 25 GB and their 
initial real_capacity will be 15 GB. The grainsize will be 32 KB, the space warning will be 80%, and 
autoexpand will be turned on. The size of the write I/O’s will be 5 GB’s and will start at progressively 
larger (5 GB + 1 byte) offsets into the SE VDisks. 

(1) These are the commands used to create the four SE VDisks. 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG -iogrp 0 -vtype striped -

size 25 -rsize 15 -unit gb -autoexpand -grainsize 32 -warning 80% -name RHEL_SE_1 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG -iogrp 1 -vtype striped -

size 25 -rsize 15 -unit gb -autoexpand -grainsize 32 -warning 80% -name RHEL_SE_ 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG -iogrp 0 -vtype striped -

size 25 -rsize 15 -unit gb -autoexpand -grainsize 32 -warning 80% -name RHEL_SE_3 

 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG -iogrp 1 -vtype striped -

size 25 -rsize 15 -unit gb -autoexpand -grainsize 32 -warning 80% -name RHEL_SE_4 

 

 
(2) The following shows an example of simultaneously writing 5 GB’s of data at an offset of (5 GB + 1 

byte) into each of the four SE VDisks RHEL_SE_1, RHEL_SE_2, RHEL_SE_3 and RHEL_SE_4. 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_1 bs=1M count=5120 

seek=5121 & 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_2 bs=1M count=5120 

seek=5121 & 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_3 bs=1M count=5120 

seek=5121 & 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_4 bs=1M count=5120 

seek=5121 & 

 

 
(3) The following shows the initial properties of the MDisk Group and the four SE VDisks and how they 

change after the first two 5 GB write I/O’s. The used_capacity of the MDisk Group is equal to the 
sum of the used_capacity of the four SE VDisks. The real_capacity of the MDisk Group is equal to 
the sum of the real_capacity of the four SE VDisks. The capacity and virtual_capacity, shown in bold 
red font, will only be shown once since they never change values. 

no data written yet MDisk Group RHEL_SE_1 RHEL_SE_2 RHEL_SE_3 RHEL_SE_4 

capacity 120.0GB 25.00GB 25.00GB 25.00GB 25.00GB 

used_capacity 1.62MB 0.41MB 0.41MB 0.41MB 0.41MB 

real_capacity 60.06GB 15.02GB 15.02GB 15.02GB 15.02GB 

free_capacity 59.5GB 15.02GB 15.02GB 15.02GB 15.02GB 
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virtual_capacity 100.00GB N/A N/A N/A N/A 

overallocation 83 166 166 166 166 

offset 0 bytes      

used_capacity 20.03GB 5.01GB 5.01GB 5.01GB 5.01GB 

real_capacity 80.05GB 20.01GB 20.01GB 20.01GB 20.01GB 

free_capacity 39.5GB 15.00GB 15.00GB 15.00GB 15.00GB 

overallocation 83 124 124 124 124 

offset (5 GB + 1 byte)      

used_capacity 40.05GB 10.01GB 10.01GB 10.01GB 10.01GB 

real_capacity 100.02GB 25.00GB 25.01GB 25.00GB 25.00GB 

free_capacity 19.5GB 14.99GB 15.00GB 14.99GB 14.99GB 

overallocation 83 99 99 99 99 

 
(4) The following MDisk Group space warning email was sent to storageadmin on arcx3550fxhw6 after 

the write to the (5 GB + 1 byte) offset shown in the table in step (1). This is because the 
real_capacity of the MDisk Group now equals 100.02 GB which is greater than the 90 GB warning 
threshold; i.e., the warning threshold was set to 75% of the 120 GB MDisk Group capacity. 

 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 902 

# Machine Type = Unspecified (cluster event) 

# Serial Number = Unspecified (cluster event) 

# Error ID = 989001 : Managed Disk Group space warning 

# Error Code = 

# Software Version = 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

# Error Sequence Number = 733 

# Timestamp = Thu Apr 15 18:57:43 2010 

# Object Type = mdiskgrp 

# Object ID = 20 

# Copy ID = 

 

 

 
 

(5) The following shows the results from the next two write I/O’s. 

offset (10 GB + 1 byte) MDisk Group RHEL_SE_1 RHEL_SE_2 RHEL_SE_3 RHEL_SE_4 

used_capacity 60.07GB 15.02GB 15.02GB 15.02GB 15.02GB 

real_capacity 100.02GB 25.00GB 25.00GB 25.00GB 25.00GB 

free_capacity 19.5GB 9.98GB 10.00GB 9.98GB 9.98GB 

overallocation 83 99 99 99 99 

offset (15 GB + 1 byte)      

used_capacity 80.10GB 20.02GB 20.02GB 20.02GB 20.02GB 

real_capacity 100.02GB 25.00GB 25.01GB 25.00GB 25.00GB 

free_capacity 19.5GB 4.98GB 4.98GB 4.98GB 4.98GB 

overallocation 83 99 99 99 99 

 

After the write to the (15 GB + 1 byte) offset, the SE VDisks have a used_capacity of 20.02 GB, 
which has exceeded the warning threshold of 80% of the 25 GB capacity. Thus four SE VDisk 
warning emails were sent to storageadmin on arcx3550fxhw6, one warning for each of the SE 
VDisks. Shown below is one of the emails. 

 

# Machine Location = San_Jose_Open_Systems_Lab 

# Record Type = 902 

# Machine Type = 2145CF8 

# Serial Number = 75HCKMA 

# Error ID = 986020 : Space Efficient Virtual Disk Copy space warning 

# Error Code = 
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# Software Version = 5.1.0.2 (build 17.8.0912100000) 

# FRU = None 

# Cluster Name = ARCSVC11 

# Node ID = 22 

# Error Sequence Number = 734 

# Timestamp = Thu Apr 15 19:30:08 2010 

# Object Type = vdisk 

# Object ID = 1 

# Copy ID = 0 

 

 

(6) Finally, the table below shows the results from the last write I/O to each of the four SE VDisks. Each 
write I/O was purposely made to overwrite the end of the SE VDisk, so there were four error 
messages on the Linux host of the form: 

 
 “dd: writing '/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_1': No space left on device”. 
 
offset (20 GB + 1 byte) MDisk Group RHEL_SE_1 RHEL_SE_2 RHEL_SE_3 RHEL_SE_4 

used_capacity 100.12GB 25.03GB 25.03GB 25.03GB 25.03GB 

real_capacity 100.15GB 25.03GB 25.03GB 25.03GB 25.03GB 

free_capacity 19.5GB 4.22MB 15.91MB 4.16MB 4.38MB 

overallocation 83 99 99 99 99 

 

6.2 Shrinking the real_capacity of SE VDisks 

The real_capacity of space efficient VDisks essentially “reserves” a certain amount of space in an MDisk 
Group before that VDisk really needs the space. The amount of physical space actually being used in the 
MDisk Group is the SE VDisk’s used_capacity. The -rsize option to the “svctask mkvdisk …” command 
sets the real_capacity for a space efficient VDisk when it is created. The sum of the real_capacity values 
for all of the SE VDisks in a given MDisk Group cannot exceed the capacity for that MDisk Group. This is 
opposed to the fact that the sums of the virtual capacities of all of the SE VDisks in an MDisk Group may, 
and indeed probably will, be greater than the capacity of that MDisk Group. Therefore the -rsize option 
values should be carefully considered when creating SE VDisks. 
 
If the creation of a new SE VDisk fails because the sum of the real_capacity values for the already existent 
SE VDisks in the MDisk Group plus the proposed real_capacity of the new SE VDisk exceeds the capacity 
of the MDisk Group, it is possible to shrink the real_capacity for the existing SE VDisks. This is completely 
different from shrinking the (virtual) capacity of a VDisk. It is possible to shrink the (virtual) capacity of a 
VDisk (either fully allocated or space efficient), but as is greatly emphasized in Items 1 and 5 of the 
References, under no circumstances should this be done with a VDisk that contains any data at all since it 
will almost certainly result in data corruption. That restriction does not apply to shrinking the real_capacity 
of SE VDisks. Shrinking the real_capacity of SE VDisks does not result in data corruption. 
 
(1) The following shows a situation where MDisk Group RHEL_SE_MDG has a capacity of 120 GB’s. The 

one existing SE VDisk, RHEL_SE_1, has a virtual capacity of 100 GB’s and real_capacity of 70 GB’s. 
 
 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG | egrep "capacity|overallocation" 

capacity 120.0GB 

free_capacity 49.9GB 

virtual_capacity 100.00GB 

used_capacity 0.41MB 

real_capacity 70.02GB 

overallocation 83 
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[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%10s %10s %14s 

%14s %14s %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10}' 

vdisk_name   capacity  used_capacity  real_capacity  free_capacity overallocation 

 RHEL_SE_1   100.00GB         0.41MB        70.02GB        70.02GB            142 

 

 
(2) Now let’s try to add another SE VDisk, RHEL_SE_2, which also has a virtual capacity of 100 GB’s and 

real_capacity of 70 GB’s. As can be seen, the command fails with an error message indicating that 
there are not enough extents in the MDisk Group. 

 
 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG -iogrp 0 -vtype striped -

size 100 -rsize 70 -unit gb -autoexpand -grainsize 32 -warning 80% -name RHEL_SE_2 

 

CMMVC5860E The action failed because there were not enough extents in the managed disk 

(MDisk) group. 

 

 
(3) Run the “svctask shrinkvdisk -rsize …” command to shrink the real_capacity of the RHEL_SE_1 VDisk 

by 20 GB so that it now equals 50 GB. Not to belabor a point, but it is critical that the -rsize option be 
used so that it is real_capacity, and not virtual capacity, that is reduced. After the command 
completes, view the space usages for the MDisk Group and SE VDisk. 

 
 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svctask shrinkvdisksize -rsize 20 -unit gb RHEL_SE_1 

 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG | egrep "capacity|overallocation" 

capacity 120.0GB 

free_capacity 69.9GB 

virtual_capacity 100.00GB 

used_capacity 0.41MB 

real_capacity 50.02GB 

overallocation 83 

 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%10s %10s %14s 

%14s %14s %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10}' 

 

vdisk_name   capacity  used_capacity  real_capacity  free_capacity overallocation 

 RHEL_SE_1   100.00GB         0.41MB        50.02GB        50.02GB            199 

 

 
(4) Now once again try to create the RHEL_SE_2 SE VDisk with a virtual capacity of 100 GB’s and 

real_capacity of 50 GB’s. The command now succeeds. 
 
 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG -iogrp 0 -vtype striped -

size 100 -rsize 50 -unit gb -autoexpand -grainsize 32 -warning 80% -name RHEL_SE_2 

 

Virtual Disk, id [1], successfully created. 

 

 
(5) View the capacities again. Notice that the MDisk Group has ~20 GB of free_capacity because the two 

SE VDisks each have a real_capacity of 50 GB. 
 
 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG | egrep "capacity|overallocation" 

capacity 120.0GB 
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free_capacity 19.8GB 

virtual_capacity 200.00GB 

used_capacity 0.81MB 

real_capacity 100.03GB 

overallocation 166 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%10s %10s %14s 

%14s %14s %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10}' 

 

vdisk_name   capacity  used_capacity  real_capacity  free_capacity overallocation 

 RHEL_SE_1   100.00GB         0.41MB        50.02GB        50.02GB            199 

 RHEL_SE_2   100.00GB         0.41MB        50.02GB        50.02GB            199 

 

 
(6) Let us now write 25 GB’s of data to each of the two SE VDisks. This step is being done from host 

arcx3550gxvf7 which has the SE VDisks zoned to it as Device-Mapper Multipath LUNs. 
 
 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_1 bs=1M 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_1 bs=1M seek=10241 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_1 bs=1M count=5120 

seek=20481 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_2 bs=1M 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_2 bs=1M seek=10241 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 ~]# dd if=sevdisk.10gb of=/dev/mapper/RHEL_SE_2 bs=1M count=5120 

seek=20481 

 

 
(7) Once again view the capacity values of the MDisk Group and SE VDisks after the writes complete. 

The used_capacity and real_capacity for the SE VDisks are now ~25 GB and ~60 GB, respectively. 
The free_capacity of the MDisk Group is now 0 GB. 

 
 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG | egrep "capacity|overallocation" 

capacity 120.0GB 

free_capacity 0 

virtual_capacity 200.00GB 

used_capacity 49.96GB 

real_capacity 119.97GB 

overallocation 166 

 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%10s %10s %14s 

%14s %14s %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10}' 

 

vdisk_name   capacity  used_capacity  real_capacity  free_capacity overallocation 

 RHEL_SE_1   100.00GB        25.03GB        59.99GB        34.96GB            166 

 RHEL_SE_2   100.00GB        25.03GB        59.99GB        34.96GB            166 

 

 
(8) Let us now see what happens when we try to shrink the -rsize of one of the SE VDisks by 40 GB. This 

would take the real_capacity to 20 GB which is below the used_capacity. As can be seen, the SVC will 
not allow that to happen. 

 
 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 SETUP_DS8K_SVC]# svctask_svc11 shrinkvdisksize -rsize 40 -unit gb 

RHEL_SE_1 
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CMMVC6342E The virtual disk (VDisk) copy was not shrunk because its real size cannot be 

less than its used size. 

 

 
(9) Finally, suppose that it has been decided to add one more SE VDisk to the RHEL_SE_MDG MDisk 

Group. As was shown in step (2), it will be necessary to shrink the real_capacity for the current SE 
VDisks. If it is desired to have the same real_capacity for all of the SE VDisks, then we can shrink the 
current ~60 GB real_capacity of the RHEL_SE_1 and RHEL_SE_2 SE VDisks by 22 GB for a final 
result of 38 GB real_capacity. This will allow us to create the third SE VDisk RHEL_SE_3 with a 
real_capacity of 38 GB also. After the real_capacity’s have been shrunk, we can see that the MDisk 
Group free_capacity is now 69.9 GB. 

 
 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svctask shrinkvdisksize -rsize 22 -unit gb RHEL_SE_1 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svctask shrinkvdisksize -rsize 22 -unit gb RHEL_SE_2 

 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp RHEL_SE_MDG | egrep "capacity|overallocation" 

capacity 120.0GB 

free_capacity 69.9GB 

virtual_capacity 100.00GB 

used_capacity 0.41MB 

real_capacity 50.02GB 

overallocation 83 

 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 ~]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%10s %10s %14s 

%14s %14s %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10}' 

 

vdisk_name   capacity  used_capacity  real_capacity  free_capacity overallocation 

 RHEL_SE_1   100.00GB         0.41MB        50.02GB        50.02GB            199 

 

 
 

7  Benchmarking tools 

This chapter will discuss ORION, Swingbench, CPUMonitor and Tivoli Storage Productivity Center. These 

are the benchmarking tools that will be used to test the performance characteristics of space efficient 

VDisks. 

7.1 ORION 

 

ORION is a tool for predicting the performance of an Oracle database without having to install Oracle or 
create a database. Unlike other I/O calibration tools, ORION is expressly designed for simulating Oracle 
database I/O workloads using the same I/O software stack as Oracle. It can also simulate the effect of 
striping performed by ASM. The ORION web site is: 
 

  http://www.oracle.com/technology/software/tech/orion/index.html 
 

ORION 11.1.0.0.0 was used extensively in a white paper which was previously mentioned: 
 

IBM SAN Volume Controller Performance Configuration Guidelines for Implementing 
Oracle Databases with Automatic Storage Management (ASM) 
(Item 4 in the References) 

http://www.oracle.com/technology/software/tech/orion/index.html
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Since the usage of ORION was discussed in such detail in that white paper, it will not be detailed in this 
paper. Please refer to that white paper or the Users Guide on the ORION web site for usage details.  

ORION 11.1.0.7.0 is the version currently available on the ORION web site. In addition, as of Oracle 
Enterprise Server 11.2, ORION is included with the server binaries. However, neither ORION 11.1.0.7.0 
nor ORION 11.2.0.1.0 generate nearly as much of an I/O workload as ORION 11.1.0.0.0. In some cases, 
the maximum IOPS generated by ORION 11.1.0.0.0 are an order of magnitude greater than either ORION 
11.1.0.7.0 or ORION 11.2.0.1.0. For that reason, ORION 11.1.0.0.0 will be used for this paper. 

7.2 Swingbench 

 
Swingbench is a free Oracle load generation and benchmarking tool written by Dominic Giles who works 
at Oracle UK. It is located at http://www.dominicgiles.com/swingbench.html. Swingbench was used 
extensively in a white paper which was previously mentioned: 
 

Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) on the IBM SAN Volume Controller (SVC): 
Space Management 
(Item 5 in the References) 

That white paper gave a detailed overview of Swingbench and also detailed the setup, configuration and 

execution of a large scale Order Entry schema (a schema larger than 100 GB). The version of 

Swingbench used was 2.3.0.422. Swingbench 2.4 has since been released (Swingbench 2.4.0.641 as of 

this writing) and it offers tremendous scalability and many excellent enhancements. Much of the setup for 

a large scale Order Entry benchmark described in the above-mentioned white paper has been rendered 

moot with the new Swingbench version since the oewizard GUI tool can now create schemas of ~3 TB’s in 

size. Previously, oewizard could create an OE schema with a maximum size of 100 GB’s and creating a 

larger schema required the usage of another tool on the Swingbench web site named Datagenerator. In 

addition, not only does Swingbench 2.4 for a scale of 250 (a schema size of ~700 GB’s) generate more 

writes, with a Read/Write ratio of approximately 45%/55% as opposed to 93%/7% for Swingbench 2.3, but 

the storage I/O which is generated is significantly higher, approximately 5,300 IOPS for Swingbench 2.4 as 

opposed to ~2,800 for Swingbench 2.3. Finally, Swingbench 2.4 has much better scalability across all of 

the RAC nodes in the cluster. With Swingbench 2.3, a large scale Order Entry test would sometimes 

perform better going against only one RAC node. 

The Swingbench setup used for the test runs which will be discussed in Chapter 9 was: 

(1) A scale 250 Order Entry schema was created using a parallelism of 16. 

(2) Connections to the Oracle 11.2 RAC database used the SCAN (single client access name, new 

with Oracle 11.2) and thus sent the load to all four RAC nodes. 

7.3 CPUMonitor 

CPUMonitor is another tool written by Dominic Giles which shows the system load on all of the RAC nodes 

in graphical format. In addition, the output can be recorded to a text file in a vmstat-like format. Prior to 

Swinbench 2.4, cpumonitor was part of the Swingbench release, but it is now a separate product and 

represents a very fine enhancement over the previous version. Refer to the Swinbench web site 

mentioned above for details on running CPUMonitor. The version used for this paper was CPUMonitor 0.2. 

7.4 Tivoli Storage Productivity Center (TPC) 

 

http://www.dominicgiles.com/swingbench.html
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Tivoli Storage Productivity Center (TPC), formerly known as TotalStorage Productivity Center, is an 
essential tool in an IBM SAN environment to ensure the health of the data center. 
 
TPC 4.1.1 offers the following features: 
 

(1) It presents a graphical overview of the entire data center topology, from hosts to Fibre Channel 
switches to storage. 

 
(2) It allows a drill-down into each object in the topology. For example, you can select a given IBM 

DS8000 and expand it to view all of the layers of the virtualization hierarchy. 
 

(3) It collects very detailed performance data on LUNs, RAID arrays, switches, etc. For example, 
for a given LUN over a specified time period you can see the IOPS, the response time, the 
throughput (MBPS) and the read or write cache hit ratio. 

 
(4) It offers a wide range of reports that can be used to analyze the collected performance data. 
 

TPC is simply the only way to monitor and report on the all of the layers of the technology stack in an IBM 
SAN environment and thus it is a critical component of the setup in a data center with IBM storage. 

TPC 4.1.1 includes a thick client GUI (which now runs very well on Red Hat Linux 5). TPC 4.1.1 also now 

has a browser-based interface, via Tivoli Integrated Portal (which is included with TPC), that has all of the 

functionality of the thick client.  

8 Space Efficient VDisks: Performance Tests using ORION 

This chapter will discuss the performance characteristics of SE VDisks. The benchmarking tool which will 

be used is Oracle’s ORION. The exact performance effect of using space efficient VDisks for both random 

and sequential Oracle I/O workloads will be determined. 

8.1 Space Efficient VDisk Performance Test Setup 

The performance of SE VDisks will be determined as follows: 

 An MDisk Group will be created with the following characteristics: 

 name RHEL_SE_MDG 
 composed of four 120 GB MDisks for a total capacity of 480 GB 
 extent size of128 MB 
 warning threshold of 75% 

 Four 100 GB striped VDisks will be created in MDisk Group RHEL_SE_MDG with the following 

characteristics: 

 names RHEL_SE_1, RHEL_SE_2, RHEL_SE_3, RHEL_SE_4 
 using one iogrp 
 for one run, the VDisks will not be space efficient VDisks 
 for the other 4 runs, the VDisks will be space efficient. The SE VDisks will have virtual 

capacities of 100 GB, initial real capacities of 1 GB, autoexpand turned on and warning 
threshold set to 80% 

 each of the SE VDisk ORION runs will start by initially writing a predetermined amount of 
data starting at the beginning of the VDisks. The resulting percentage of virtual capacity 
used in the SE VDisks for the 4 runs will be 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%, respectively. The 
method for pre-allocating the space will be the one described at the beginning of Section 6 
and displayed in Figure 6.2, i.e., the dd command will be used to write from a text file to 
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the Device-Mapper Multipath device. The writes will start at the beginning of the device 
and will continue until the usize is 25 GB, 50 GB, 75 GB and 100 GB, respectively. 

8.2 Space Efficient VDisk Performance Test Results 

The following is a summary of the results from using ORION to test the performance of Space Efficient 

VDisks. The results shown are for: 

 OLTP/random I/O workload with Read/Write ratio of 70%/30% 
 Sequential I/O workload with Read/Write ratio of 100%/0% 
 Sequential I/O workload with Read/Write ratio of 0%/100% 

These results are also representative of 50%/50% and 30%/70% Read/Write percentage workloads for 

both OLTP/random and Sequential I/O. 

OLTP/random I/O Read/Write 70%/30% Summary: 

The IOPS for the space efficient VDisks is always better than for the fully allocated VDisks unless 

the used_capacity reaches 100%. The performance advantage is especially large for SE VDisks 

that have a used_capacity of only 25%, exceeding the fully allocated VDisks by 10,000+ IOPS at 

the highest workload. The SE VDisks with used_capacity of 75% and 100% are very close to the 

fully allocated VDisks, but again the 100% used_capacity SE VDisks are slightly lower than the 

fully allocated VDisks. 

The difference in Latency between all of the SE VDisk used_capacity values and the fully 

allocated VDisks is insignificant, especially at anything but the very lowest workloads. 

Sequential I/O Read/Write 100%/0% Summary: 

Over the full range of loads, the average MBPS is similar for the fully allocated VDisks and all of 

the usize combinations of SE VDisks. While there can be significant differences at any given load 

point, the overall average result is that there is not a large difference in MBPS. 

Sequential I/O Read/Write 0%/100% Summary: 

There is a significant performance advantage for the fully allocated VDisks. Over the full range of 

loads, the fully allocated VDisks outperform the SE VDisks by approximately 150 MBPS, with the 

exception of the 100 GB used_capacity SE VDisks where the advantage of fully allocated VDisks 

is approximately 220 MBPS. 

Overall Summary: 

As can be seen from the testing with ORION, the statements in the SVC Best Practices Redbook 

regarding the expected performance penalty with space efficient VDisks are very much on the 

conservative side for OLTP/random Oracle I/O workloads. For the Sequential workloads, there is 

no significant performance penalty with heavy read workloads but there is a significant 

performance penalty with the heavy write workloads. 

Graphs: 

Below are the graphs displaying the performance comparison summaries of fully allocated VDisks 

versus SE VDisks that have various preallocated used_capacity space (usize) values. This was 

detailed in Section 8.1 Space Efficient VDisk Performance Test Setup. So, for example, the 25 
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GB usize SE VDisk results shown below are for SE VDisks that had 25 GB’s of space allocated 

upfront before the testing was started. 

OLTP Random I/O - Read/Write 70%/30%
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Sequential I/O - Read/Write 100%/0%
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Sequential I/O - Read/Write 0%/100%
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9 ASM and Space Efficient VDisks – Space Usage and 
Performance 

This chapter will discuss various aspects of running Oracle RAC/ASM on SE VDisks. Included are the 

following subjects: 

(1) What are the space utilization characteristics at the following stages when deploying Oracle ASM on 
SE VDisks: 

 When the SE VDisks are first created. 
 After running the ASMLib “/etc/init.d/oracleasm createdisk <DM Multipath LUN>” 

command. 
 After including the ASM disks in an ASM diskgroup. 
 After creating a database using the ASM diskgroups. 
 After creating a Swingbench Order Entry schema with scale of 250 in the database. 
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(2) What is the performance comparison between SE VDisks and fully allocated VDisks when creating 
and running the Swingbench Order Entry benchmark with a scale of 250, i.e., an OE schema size of 
approximately 700 GB. 

9.1 SE VDisk space usage at various stages of ASM deployment 

 
This section lists the used_capacity space utilization at various stages of ASM deployment on SE VDisks. 

9.1.1 SE VDisks have just been created 

 
As was mentioned in Section 5.3.2 Viewing Space Efficient VDisks, initially creating an SE VDisk uses 
0.41 MB of used_capacity for metadata related to SE VDisks. The following output from the lssevdiskcopy 
command displays this space usage for all of the SE VDisks that will be used for the database. 
 
 

[root@arcx3550fxhw6 SETUP_DS8K_SVC]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%-14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  

%14s  %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13}' 
19 

vdisk_name                        capacity     used_capacity   real_capacity   free_capacity  overallocation      autoexpand         warning       grainsize 

RHEL_OCR_1                      1.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                       80               32 
RHEL_OCR_2                      1.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_OCR_3                      1.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_VOTE_1                    1.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_VOTE_2                    1.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_VOTE_3                    1.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1        400.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_2        400.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_3        400.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4        400.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_1           20.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_2           20.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_3           20.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_4           20.00GB            0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_1        100.00GB             0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                     80                32 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_2        100.00GB             0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                     80                32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_3        100.00GB             0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                     80                32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_4        100.00GB             0.41MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                     80                32 

 

 

9.1.2 After running the ASMLib “/etc/init.d/oracleasm createdisk …” command 
 

The RHEL_DATA_DG_1 SE VDisk will used as an example. The following command stamps this DM 
Multipath device as an ASM Disk. 
 
 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 scripts] /etc/init.d/oracleasm createdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_1 

/dev/mapper/RHEL_DATA_DG_1 

 

 
After running that command, the following lsvdisk command shows that an additional 0.06 MB of 
used_capacity was allocated in addition to the 0.41 MB mentioned in Section 9.1.1 SE VDisks have just 
been created. 
 
 
[root@arcx3550fxhw6 SETUP_DS8K_SVC]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%-14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  

%14s  %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13}' 

19 
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vdisk_name                        capacity     used_capacity   real_capacity   free_capacity  overallocation      autoexpand         warning       grainsize 

RHEL_OCR_1                      1.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                       80               32 
RHEL_OCR_2                      1.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_OCR_3                      1.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_VOTE_1                    1.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_VOTE_2                    1.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_VOTE_3                    1.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB                 98                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_1        400.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2        400.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_3        400.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_4        400.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_1           20.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_2           20.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_3           20.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_4           20.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_1        100.00GB             0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                     80                32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_2        100.00GB             0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                     80                32 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_3        100.00GB             0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                     80                32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_4        100.00GB             0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                     80                32 

 

 
The dd command can be run on one of the DM Multipath devices to dump the current contents and then 
the “od -hc” command shows what has been written to mark it as an ASM disk. 
 
 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 scripts]# dd if=/dev/mapper/RHEL_DATA_DG_1 of=RHEL_DATA_DG_1.out 

bs=1M count=2048 

2048+0 records in 

2048+0 records out 

2147483648 bytes (2.1 GB) copied, 16.6934 seconds, 129 MB/s 

 

[root@arcx3550gxvf7 scripts]# od -hc RHEL_DATA_DG_1.out 

0000000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 6213 5f40 

         \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0 023   b   @   _ 

0000020 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 

         \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0 

0000040 524f 4c43 4944 4b53 4852 4c45 445f 5441 

          O   R   C   L   D   I   S   K   R   H   E   L   _   D   A   T 

0000060 5f41 4744 315f 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 

          A   _   D   G   _   1  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0 

0000100 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 

         \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0  \0 

* 

20000000000 

9.1.3 After installing Oracle Grid 11.2 

 
There were six 1 GB DM Multipath disks allocated to the OCR_VOTE_DG ASM disk group to hold the 
contents of the OCR registry files and Vote disks for the installation of Oracle 11.2 Grid. Normal 
redundancy was used, so there is one primary and two mirrored OCR files and there are three Vote disks, 
one Vote disk on each of the ASM disks RHEL_VOTE_1, RHEL_VOTE_2 and RHEL_VOTE_3. The 
following shows the used_capacity on the ASM disks comprising the OCR_VOTE_DG ASM disk group, 
which is cumulatively close to 600 MB’s, or about 95 MB’s per ASM disk. 
 
 
[root@arcx3550fxhw6 SETUP_DS8K_SVC]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%-14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  

%14s  %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13}' 
vdisk_name                        capacity     used_capacity   real_capacity   free_capacity  overallocation      autoexpand         warning       grainsize 

RHEL_OCR_1                      1.00GB          97.28MB          1.02GB        943.09MB               98                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_OCR_2                      1.00GB          96.38MB          1.02GB        944.00MB               98                    on                       80               32 
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RHEL_OCR_3                      1.00GB          95.19MB          1.02GB        945.19MB               98                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_VOTE_1                    1.00GB          93.53MB          1.02GB        946.84MB               98                    on                       80               32 
RHEL_VOTE_2                    1.00GB          99.22MB          1.02GB        941.16MB               98                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_VOTE_3                    1.00GB          93.53MB          1.02GB        946.84MB               98                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_1        400.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                       80               32 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2        400.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_3        400.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_4        400.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB           39370                    on                       80               32 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_1           20.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_2           20.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_3           20.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                       80               32 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_4           20.00GB            0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             1968                    on                       80               32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_1        100.00GB             0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                      80               32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_2        100.00GB             0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                      80               32 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_3        100.00GB             0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                      80               32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_4        100.00GB             0.47MB          1.02GB          1.02GB             9842                    on                      80               32 

 

 

9.1.4 After including disks in an ASM diskgroup 

 
The following shows the used_capacity of the SE VDisks which have just been added as ASM disks to the 
DATA_DG, LOGS_DG and ARCH_DG diskgroups in preparation for creating a database. As can be seen, 
adding the ASM disks to ASM diskgroups increases the used_capacity of the SE VDisks which are not 
members of the OCR_VOTE_DG disk group to a total of between 45 MB’s to 51 MB’s. 
 
 
[root@arcx3550fxhw6 SETUP_DS8K_SVC]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%-14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  

%14s  %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13}' 

51 
vdisk_name                            capacity   used_capacity   real_capacity   free_capacity  overallocation      autoexpand         warning       grainsize 

RHEL_OCR_1                       1.00GB         97.28MB          1.02GB          943.09MB              98                      on                      80                32 

RHEL_OCR_2                       1.00GB         96.38MB          1.02GB          944.00MB              98                      on                      80                32 
RHEL_OCR_3                       1.00GB         95.22MB          1.02GB          945.16MB              98                      on                      80                32 

RHEL_VOTE_1                    1.00GB         93.53MB          1.02GB          946.84MB               98                      on                      80                32 

RHEL_VOTE_2                    1.00GB         99.25MB          1.02GB          941.12MB               98                      on                      80                32 
RHEL_VOTE_3                    1.00GB         93.53MB          1.02GB          946.84MB               98                      on                      80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_1        400.00GB         49.47MB          1.06GB            1.02GB           37614                      on                      80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_2        400.00GB         51.47MB          1.06GB            1.01GB           37618                      on                      80                32 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3        400.00GB         48.47MB          1.05GB            1.00GB           38191                      on                      80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_4        400.00GB         49.47MB          1.06GB            1.01GB           37628                      on                      80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_1           20.00GB         46.47MB          1.05GB           1.00GB              1909                      on                      80                32 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_2           20.00GB         47.47MB          1.05GB           1.00GB              1909                      on                      80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_3           20.00GB         47.47MB          1.05GB           1.00GB              1909                      on                      80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_4           20.00GB         45.47MB          1.05GB           1.00GB              1909                      on                      80                32 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_1         100.00GB         46.47MB          1.05GB           1.00GB              9545                     on                      80                32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_2         100.00GB         47.47MB          1.05GB           1.00GB              9546                     on                      80                32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_3         100.00GB         46.47MB          1.05GB           1.00GB              9545                     on                      80                32 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_4         100.00GB         46.47MB          1.05GB           1.00GB              9546                     on                      80                32 

 

9.1.5 After creating a database 

 
The following shows the used_capacity of the SE VDisks after a database has just been created via dbca. 
The four RHEL_LOGS_DG SE VDisks, which are part of the LOGS_DG ASM diskgroup used for the 
online redo logs, show a used_capacity of approximately 8 GB’s each, or 32 GB’s in total. This 
corresponds to the two online redo log groups for each of the four RAC nodes where each member of the 
online group is 2 GB’s in size and is software mirrored. 
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[root@arcx3550fxhw6 SETUP_DS8K_SVC]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%-14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  

%14s  %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13}' 
36 

vdisk_name                           capacity     used_capacity   real_capacity   free_capacity  overallocation      autoexpand         warning       grainsize 

RHEL_OCR_1                       1.00GB          97.34MB          1.02GB         943.03MB                98                     on                     80               32 
RHEL_OCR_2                       1.00GB          96.41MB          1.02GB         943.97MB                98                     on                     80               32 

RHEL_OCR_3                       1.00GB          95.47MB          1.02GB         944.91MB                98                     on                     80               32 

RHEL_VOTE_1                    1.00GB          93.59MB           1.02GB         946.78MB                98                    on                     80               32 
RHEL_VOTE_2                    1.00GB          99.47MB           1.02GB         940.91MB                98                    on                     80               32 

RHEL_VOTE_3                    1.00GB          93.53MB           1.02GB         946.84MB                98                    on                     80               32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_1        400.00GB        427.50MB           1.42GB            1.01GB           28074                    on                     80               32 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2        400.00GB        430.16MB           1.42GB            1.00GB           28086                    on                     80               32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_3        400.00GB        430.41MB           1.42GB            1.00GB           28074                    on                     80               32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_4        400.00GB        430.94MB           1.42GB            1.00GB           28083                    on                     80               32 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_1           20.00GB            8.07GB           9.08GB            1.01GB                220                   on                     80               32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_2           20.00GB            8.07GB           9.07GB            1.00GB                220                   on                     80               32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_3           20.00GB            8.06GB           9.07GB            1.00GB                220                   on                     80               32 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_4           20.00GB            8.06GB           9.07GB            1.00GB                220                   on                     80               32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_1        100.00GB          80.97MB           1.08GB            1.00GB              9265                  on                      80               32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_2        100.00GB          81.69MB           1.09GB            1.01GB              9135                  on                      80               32 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_3        100.00GB          81.06MB           1.08GB            1.00GB              9265                  on                      80               32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_4        100.00GB          79.97MB           1.08GB            1.00GB              9269                  on                      80               32 

 

9.1.6 After creating scale 250 Swingbench OE schema 
 

The following shows the used_capacity of the SE VDisks after a scale 250 Swingbench Order Entry 
schema has been created. As can be seen, the RHEL_DATA_DG SE VDisks corresponding to the four 
ASM disks in the DATA_DG disk group now have a used_capacity of 224.15 GB per VDisk. 
 
 
[root@arcx3550fxhw6 SETUP_DS8K_SVC]# svcinfo lssevdiskcopy -delim : | awk -F: '{printf "%-14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  %14s  

%14s  %14s\n", $2,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$13}' 

26 
vdisk_name                            capacity   used_capacity   real_capacity   free_capacity  overallocation      autoexpand         warning       grainsize 

RHEL_OCR_1                       1.00GB         93.75MB           1.02GB        946.62MB               98                     on                     80                 32 

RHEL_OCR_2                       1.00GB         93.72MB           1.02GB        946.66MB               98                     on                     80                 32 
RHEL_OCR_3                       1.00GB         95.56MB           1.02GB        944.81MB               98                     on                     80                 32 

RHEL_VOTE_1                    1.00GB          96.28MB           1.02GB        944.09MB               98                     on                     80                32 

RHEL_VOTE_2                    1.00GB          98.22MB           1.02GB        942.16MB               98                     on                     80                32 
RHEL_VOTE_3                    1.00GB          98.31MB           1.02GB        942.06MB               98                     on                     80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_1        400.00GB        224.15GB        225.16GB            1.01GB             177                     on                     80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_2        400.00GB        224.15GB        225.16GB            1.01GB             177                     on                     80                32 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3        400.00GB        224.15GB        225.16GB            1.01GB             177                     on                     80                32 

RHEL_DATA_DG_4        400.00GB        224.15GB        225.16GB            1.01GB             177                     on                     80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_1           20.00GB            8.07GB            9.08GB            1.01GB             220                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_2           20.00GB            8.07GB            9.07GB            1.00GB             220                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_3           20.00GB            8.06GB            9.08GB            1.01GB             220                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_LOGS_DG_4           20.00GB            8.07GB            9.08GB            1.01GB             220                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_1        100.00GB           12.27GB         13.28GB            1.01GB             752                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_2        100.00GB           12.27GB         13.28GB            1.01GB             752                    on                      80                32 

RHEL_ARCH_DG_3        100.00GB           12.27GB         13.28GB            1.01GB             752                    on                      80                32 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_4        100.00GB           12.28GB         13.28GB            1.00GB             752                    on                      80                32 

 

 
The following SQL shows the space usage from the perspective of ASM. The space usage of the 
DATA_DG ASM disks is (Total MB) – (Free MB) = (409,600 MB) – (180,200 MB) = 229,400 MB = ~224 
GB’s. 
 
 

SQL> select b.name group_name, a.name disk_name, a.header_status, 

  2         a.total_mb, a.free_mb, a.path 

  3    from v$asm_disk a, v$asm_diskgroup b 
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  4    where a.group_number = b.group_number 

  5  / 

                             Header 

Group Name   Disk Name       Status       Total MB    Free MB Path 

------------ --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------- 

ARCH_DG      RHEL_ARCH_DG_1  MEMBER         102400     102346 ORCL:RHEL_ARCH_DG_1 

             RHEL_ARCH_DG_2  MEMBER         102400     102346 ORCL:RHEL_ARCH_DG_2 

             RHEL_ARCH_DG_3  MEMBER         102400     102347 ORCL:RHEL_ARCH_DG_3 

             RHEL_ARCH_DG_4  MEMBER         102400     102345 ORCL:RHEL_ARCH_DG_4 

 

DATA_DG      RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER         409600     180197 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 

             RHEL_DATA_DG_2  MEMBER         409600     180204 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 

             RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER         409600     180202 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 

             RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER         409600     180205 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 

 

LOGS_DG      RHEL_LOGS_DG_1  MEMBER          20480      12225 ORCL:RHEL_LOGS_DG_1 

             RHEL_LOGS_DG_2  MEMBER          20480      12224 ORCL:RHEL_LOGS_DG_2 

             RHEL_LOGS_DG_3  MEMBER          20480      12228 ORCL:RHEL_LOGS_DG_3 

             RHEL_LOGS_DG_4  MEMBER          20480      12227 ORCL:RHEL_LOGS_DG_4 

 

OCR_VOTE_DG  RHEL_OCR_1      MEMBER           1024        843 ORCL:RHEL_OCR_1 

             RHEL_OCR_2      MEMBER           1024        844 ORCL:RHEL_OCR_2 

             RHEL_OCR_3      MEMBER           1024        843 ORCL:RHEL_OCR_3 

             RHEL_VOTE_1     MEMBER           1024        810 ORCL:RHEL_VOTE_1 

             RHEL_VOTE_2     MEMBER           1024        810 ORCL:RHEL_VOTE_2 

             RHEL_VOTE_3     MEMBER           1024        810 ORCL:RHEL_VOTE_3 

 

18 rows selected. 

 

 

The following is a screenshot from Oracle Enterprise Manager showing that the Total Allocated Size for 
the database after OE schema creation is 895.85 GB with Total Used space of 658.51 GB. The SOE 
tablespace is 819,200 MB total size with 672,829 MB of that being used. This displays the fact that when a 
datafile gets added to a tablespace it is formatted with Oracle data blocks and thus from an SE VDisk 
perspective it is not empty, i.e., filled with nulls). The used_capacity of the SE VDisks will correspond to 
the size of the datafile as seen from Oracle. 
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The following shows the number of rows created in the tables belonging to the SOE schema for a scale of 
250. There were 999,999,990 Customer ID’s created. 
 
 

Schema Table Name  Tablespace Partitioned Rows 

SOE CUSTOMERS  SOE  NO  999999990 

SOE INVENTORIES  SOE  NO  899891 

SOE LOGON   SOE  NO  250000000 

SOE ORDERENTRY_METADATA SOE  NO  4 

SOE ORDERS   SOE  NO  1124999997 

SOE ORDER_ITEMS  SOE  NO  3375068419 

SOE PRODUCT_DESCRIPTIONS SOE  NO  1000 

SOE PRODUCT_INFORMATION SOE  NO  1000 

SOE WAREHOUSES  SOE  NO  1000 

 

9.1.7 After Swingbench run 
 

Table 9.1 compares the space usage in the database prior to the 7-hour Swingbench run and immediately 
after the run. As can be seen, after 7 hours the SOE datafile space usage has increased by about 2.65 
GB’s. Thus the scale 250 Swingbench application, assuming that its space usage grows at a consistent 
rate, could be said to grow the database by approximately (24/7) * 2.65 GB = ~9 GB’s per day. 
 

 
Space 

allocated to 
database 

Space used 
in database 

Space 
allocated to 
SOE datafile 

Space used 
in SOE 
datafile 

Before Swingbench run 895.85 GB 658.51 GB 819,200 MB 672,829 MB 

After Swingbench run 897.25 GB 662.24 GB 819,200 MB 675,542 MB 

        Table 9.1 Space Usage 
 

9.2 Swingbench performance comparison between SE and fully allocated VDisks 

 
This section will display the performance differences between SE and fully allocated VDisks when creating 
and running a scale 250 Swingbench Order Entry benchmark on a four-node RAC/ASM cluster. 
 
Table 9.2 compares the times required to create the scale 250 schema with a parallelism setting of 16. 
 

Time Required 
(hours:mins:secs) 

Fully Allocated 
VDisks 

Space Efficient 
VDisks 

Data Generation Time 5:44:27.581 5:47:50.785 

DDL Creation Time 6:13:28.127 6:24:12.346 

Rows Inserted per sec 114,919 113,800 

Data Generated (MB) per sec 13.6 13.5 

Total Run Time 11:57:57.529 12:12:04.872 

Table 9.2 Time required to create a scale 250 Order Entry Schema 
 
As can be seen, the difference is fairly insignificant. The Total Run Time shows that the SE VDisks took 
about 14 minutes (or ~2%) longer to create the schema. 
 
Table 9.3 compares the metrics for a 7 hour Swingbench run with 700 users. 
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    Benchmark Tool Fully Allocated 
VDisks 

Space Efficient 
VDisks 

Swingbench 2.4 Results   

Transactions per min. (maximum) 36,037 35,810 

Transactions per min. (average) 35,349 35,257 

Transactions per sec. (maximum) 691 800 

Transactions per sec. (average) 590 588 

CPUMonitor 0.2 Results   

Average User CPU ~20 ~20 

Average System CPU ~7.5 ~7.5 

Average Blocks In per sec 5,360 5,365 

Average Blocks Out per sec 4,600 4,580 

TPC 4.1.1 Results   

Average IOPS (Read + Write) 5,321 5,232 

Average Response Time (ms) 1.23 1.25 

Random Read/Write I/O ratios 45/55 45/55 

Table 9.3 Metrics for scale 250 Order Entry Swingbench Runs with 700 users 
 
The following are the results in a nutshell: 
 

 The Swingbench Transactions per Minute (TPM) and Transaction per Second (TPS) indicate that 
the SE VDisks were slower by less than 1%, about 0.3%. This is an insignificant difference. 

 
 CPUMonitor shows that the system load on the hosts was the same for both fully allocated VDisks 

and SE VDisks. 
 

 TPC 4.1.1 shows that the IOPS and Latency (response time) are almost exactly the same. 
 
In summary, for the Swingbench scale 250 Order Entry benchmark runs, there is no significant 
performance difference between fully allocated VDisks and SE VDisks. 
 

10 Summary 

This paper has shown how to configure and use the IBM SAN Volume Controller thin provisioning 

feature when running Oracle RAC/ASM. The paper has discussed the following: 

 A general overview of storage thin provisioning. 

 The SVC implementation of thin provisioning via space efficient VDisks. 

 The setting up of SVC email notifications. 

 The behavior of space efficient VDisks as real storage space is getting used. 

 Performance comparisons between space efficient and fully allocated VDisks using the 

ORION Oracle I/O workload generator. 

 The space usage and performance characteristics of space efficient VDisks when running the 

Swingbench Order Entry benchmark. 
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